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PAGE TWO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO 
THE SENIORS GO BY THE NEW GEM THE NEW YORK STATE 
EVANGELISTIC GROUP 
The Seniors go by—college Seniors! Mosit of our readers will know what _ — 
Down deep in your heart give three we mean by the Gem, our college an- Motto. Holiness Untb the Lory 
cheers nual. It arrived on May 31st, in plenty Durlng he early part of this term, 
For efforts so noblv expended of for us to have the space in God laid the bur,(fen for gospel team 
m I I t \ , the back filled with the autographs work in New York State this summer, 
Now crowned with the triumph of Qf ^ fellow stu>dents uPon the hearts of several studenlts 
years- rr, .C m i 4. * j n an.d others upon our campus, who, To you who failed to order a Gem , , • ; ,i . ... ,, . , though they are not students are none 
We think of the heart, throbbing ls Year we W'U say that y°u have the less interested in the work of the 
under missed a great deal. ,, .. , . unaer . kingdom. At each gathering our 
That symbol of cap and of gown— Tbe s'taff thls year bas excelled all group increased jn numbers, and en-
The years in their slow-moving Pyev'°us records by giving us a Gem thUsa.ism mounted higher as we con-
splendor thall art' bueaUty' d,f and tempi at ed the prospects of a summer 
Bring seldom a more worthy crown. ™ a°d a„ "J thiTaTIJe &very low th:US Sp6nt- 0ur re^ular P^yer meet-
sum of $3.00. The Gem has been ^s «mvened each morning at 6 o -
How each with his heart almost recognized by editors of some of the ^ °Ur P°llCy ir™ tbe ^gmnmg 
rotinn* i • * .4.1. l t has been to proceed slowly, upon our bursting, leading magazines as one of ithe best . rm • , • , , „ . , , , n . knees. Thus our organization has been While threading the maze of the school annuals published in 'this sec- ,, . . „ . j. ,u . ,, . iormulalted and shaped as a result of throng, tion of the country this year. . . . \iT, _ „ communion in the Upper Room. 
Quaffs deep the sweet nectar of Every Alumnus and1 friends of Tay- _ .. __ 1 .. . TT_i,T v, . . Our earliest problem was to define vict ry lor University who did not get a , * 
i. .. l4.i as nearly as possible our goal and the 
With . Joy that is deeper than song. £- * *£ 1™, within which the scope of oor 
c , . . ... . should be the case, begin now to ac"vilti®s would be confined. The 
Some days were so dreary and bitter, thjnk sendjng jn yQur orderfor Lord quickly settled this question by 
Only God gave them strength to go Gem next year for next year,s gtaff making it very plain to us that our 
on expect to give you a Gem equel t0 or efforts are to be concentrated along 
And master the tasks that awaited even better than the one we received s'mP'e evangelistic lines. Consequent-
Those hours, in the which they this year. 'y campaigning for either funds or 
grew strong. The following is the staff for next students for our Alma Mater will 
year; have no specific place in our plans. 
But other cSays full of real glory GEM STAFF FOR 1924 e ^°' however, go out under the 
That softened and mellowed the W. L. Russell, Editor in Chief appellation of "The New York State 
soul, Arthur Rehme, First Ass't. Editor Eva"gel>s'Gc Group of Taylor Urn-
Have flooded their lives with the Caroline Churchill, Second Ass't. ver«ty" An an organization we have 
Editor official recognition of our school. 
. v ,  - 1 1  „ n  V e l m a  C a s s i d y ,  L i t e r a r y  E d i t o r  K  w o u l d '  b e  s t r a n g e  i n d e e d  a n d  a  
Of spheres as they noiselessly roll. Mildre(J Kettyl6j Humorous Editor grave disappointment to us, however, 
M. E. Thompson, Athletic Editor if indirectly T. U. did not, by way of 
God prosper and give each a mission Ethel Morton; Alumni Editor profit through our summer's efforts, 
In advancing His Kingdom below— Huuert Higgins, Art Editor receive new students, friends and 
An efficient, a tirless co-worker. Kathryn Bieri, Organization Editor i°yal supporters. Another year, if the 
With a record that's whiter than A. N. Christensen, Photograph Lord so desires we will expand1 the 
snow. Editor boundaries of our activities. 
C. A. Douglas, Business Manager The second problem was to de-
And then, when life's 'little day' Eaul Kepple, Advertising Manager termine where we should seek to hold 
closes, Harold Eaton, Subscription Mgr. our services. We naturally have 
The battles of earth fought and Donald Wing, Asst. Subscription wished to visit those towns and cities 
won, Manager where God would utilize our energies 
May Heaven throw wide its fair port- Florence Welch, Secretary for the salvation of the largest num-
als, ber °I souls. We need not have 
And each hear the Father's "Well POGUE IN CHAUTAUQUA worried, however, for God had plans 
done!" ^or us. He knew where we were to 
Prof. B. R. Pogue is in charge of S°- He closed dbors where we had 
Then here's to the Seniors—God bless the "Swarthmore Chautauqua" being desired an opening and opened doors 
them! held in Middleburg, Pa this week. Be- where we had not hoped1 to enter. At 
Who pass from our midst on this sides having general direction of the He present time, we have our dates' 
day; ' James Whiteomb Riley," and "The Idled from the 27th of June until 
Our heads and our hearts are un- Chautauqua Mr. Pogue will give "The within a week of registration day for 
covered Story-Recital on Life and Poetry of next fall. Some invitations we are 
In salute, as they pass on their way. Fortune Hunter." obliged! to refuse due to lack of time. 
—Adaline Eugenia Stanley Mr. Pogue will be engaged in this How faitbful the Lord has been! 
work all summer, spending about a Our theme will be that of Full Sal-
"Never lose a chance of saying a week in each town at which his com- vation. We are determined to em-
kind word." pany gives a Chautauqua. Continued on page 19.) 
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TAYLOR'S MISSIONARIES VERE ABBEY IN BURMA splendid educated1 young men have 
been won to Christ through the Night 
^ Rangoon, Burma, April 29, 1923. School. This began a real revival in 
Edna Brooks —- No record Dear Editor: the church in Rangoon which ought 
Pongo Adionzo, Angola .... No record I hesitate when faced wtith the to mean much in the days to come, 
Oliver Noodiy, Pungo Andango, No task of writing concerning the con- The work is handicapped by the lack 
record tents of the Echo, because I have of adequate buildings. The Edith 
Leota Rateliffe, Hapsgood .... No been very negligent in writing any- Jackson Fisher Memorial in Burma is 
^ecord thing of interest for its pages. How- to be a fine church, school, com-
i r. and Mrs. J. C Ovenshire No ever it was not because of lack of munity house and parsonage com-
record interest as I look forward to the com- bined. When that comes the Chinese 
Mr. and Mrs. John Wegatz, Malanje, ing of the Echo for it gives me a work can move forward by leaps and 
Angola glimpse of the life in he old school bounds. This is a year of victory spir-
Lois Cope, Kisumu, Kenya Colony, as well as information concerning i'tually for the Chinese work. 
East Africa those known by me in the old days. The Indian work is mostly among 
CENTRAL AMERICA However I find that my mother oc- the Tamil speaking people who have 
Sara Cox, Guatemala casionally seeks to redeems my repu- come over from South India. Bell, 
Mr. and Mrs. Gabino Arandillon, tation by giving in some letter writ- also from Asbury, is doing a splendid 
San Ramon, Costa Rica ten to her. It is somewhat of an piece of work among them and is 
CHINA embarrassment to find the "home their pastor this year. I think there 
Mi. and Mrs. 0. C. Brown, Tientsin, scribble" has appeared in print. But has not been a Sunday since his ap-
on fui lough such is life when one is so far from pointment at Conference but what 
Di. and Mrs. Robert E. Brown, on home that no retaliation can be had. there have been some at the altar, 
f'e'd I have thought perhaps a few lines baptisms, reception of.members or to 
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bushy, Sungkiang, ahout our Easter activities might be be saved or sanctified. On Easter 
of interest as they signify the bless- Sunday, he received twenty-nine in-
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Culver, ;ng. Gf God during these last weeks to the church in some relationship. 
Nan ing an(j mon^:hs_ My cook was one thus received He 
Mr. and Mrs. George Scofield, No rphe work in Burma is divided! by was a Roman Catholic but I gave him 
rec0ld language areas. The four divisions a Bible and the result of his study 
Mr. and Mis. L. C. Osborn, Shan- jjave subdivisions but usually not so led him to see the inconsistencies of 
tung, On fui lough serious a barrier to united effort as Romanism. With no word' to me, he 
Mait a McCutcheon, Foochow the four main language divisions, told Bell he wanted to unite with the 
lara Sauer, Rocky Point, Petiaho Burmese, Chinese, Tamil and English. Methodist church. The Indian work 
e 1 ro . Each phase of this work is different as well as the other work presents its 
Clara Caris Suining, on the field and yet g^^ presents its opportun- serious difficulties but the opportun-
e"la inf.-"7 record ities. One can have the tyPe °f work ities are unlimited. 
' ' Heron On furlough desired when you come to Burma. I suppose though, the Burmese 
<2 u r °W • work> 'n past, has largely dfe- work offers the most encouraging 
ts" ' " obson ----- On the field pen(je(j on the educational emphasis aspect alt present. It has always been 
t el ouse ol er, fzec ow, West g-ajn an entrance to the villages, as said that the only way to win the 
a . well as the confidence of the people, Burmese people was by personal per-
race lso"' un"k'n so that it seems .at times, that the suasion. Preaching was good but was 
ora a e, an ing schools have been stressed to the not productive of immediate results. 
M ° E v'^r7"M r,n v, % limitation of evangelism. To-day, The policy of all the missions has 
'n 'f & tS' ' ' however, we are beginning to reap been to go from house to houseseek-
ln® u _ , the results and the opportunity for ing in the personal touch to win a 
Jesse Edward^ Foochow evangelism is unequalled in the few here and there. This year for 
J history of our mission in Burma. This the first time has our work seen a 
rnest yss e, reno e will be seen as I try to give a glimpse response that might be termed other 
of our recent victories. than individual. On the Thongwa cir-
^ akv. 3 "r6 R 11 UF °U!' '^'le Chinese work in Burma is cuit, the head-man of the village ask-
anSoon' ';'rrna probably the most promising of any ed the missionaries to come. He, on 
'w C ep-allr L a " ^ °Ug from the standpoint of self support, his pant erected a bamboo building 
ascom 'c e"' rta This year under the leadership of for the Services, and furnished food 
ontinue on pa^e nine.) Harwood, from Asbury, a number of for the whole day for any that would 
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come and listen. This was a village ship thalt will reach the 100 mark and the error should be corrected, 
where two years ago, opposition was within a month, that our Sunday The statement about the awful per-
so strong that the workers could School has 185 membership, that our secutions some must endure does not 
scarcely get even an individual hear- church, as an extra, just bought and refer to the Anglo-Indians, but to the 
ing. Even though it was in rice installed a pipe organ costing $1000. work where Miss • Loud is engaged, 
harvest hundreds came and listened. But best of all that we have had two This statement is the beginning of 
The second day they were so busy good revival meetings during the a new paragraph and should be read 
and had no food given by the head- past year with about 100 at our altars with the paragraph of which it is a 
man yet about half as many came for pardon and purity. As Miss Loud part and not with the preceeding one. 
back again. I't truly indicates a new is quoted as saying, it is a big op* However, a sentence of a more trans-
day and opportunity for evanglisttic portunity and we do need workers, itional character should have been in-
work in Burmese. On the Pegu cir- We have two schools to take care of serted to avoid this misinterpreta-
cuit, where Boyles, another Asbury our English speaking children, Miss tion. 
man, is working, he went to a vil- Doddridge also from Asbury and Miss The fact that the above criticism 
lage seldom if ever visited by the Woodruff from Kendalville are in has come is evidence that the Echo 
missionary, here he found that the charge of the one in Rangoon while js being read' for which I am glad. I 
witness of two faithful Christian lay- Miss Amburn of Iowa and Miss Kint- accept any wholesome criticism and 
men had worked a miracle and on ner formerly Dr. Morrison's secretary am more than willing to correct any 
the Sunday following some fifty-four at Asbury are in charge of the other, errors for which I am responsible, 
were received1 into the church in some I was alt the lasit named school, Than- —Otto W. Michel, '24. 
form, some by baptism, some on pro- daung, the week after Easter for , 
bation and some who had instruction special services. We had 31 alt the /"•PTIRIRP AT erBVirr WTMC 
into full membership. Most of these altar and every boy and girl in school oALRllICAL SKKV .< L WINS 
were men, heads of families and' the professed to be saved. It was a great FOR TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
rest will follow as soon as workers week and one I'll never forget. So 
can prepare them. So it goes. The you can see that God is blessing our L It n°t true that when we are 
redeemed say so and by their lives work and that the old Gospel of full looking for a noble, a striking person-
prove the power of the Christ life, salvation is the same yesterday, today ahty, one of unusual ability, and at-
Thus has God blessed the Burmese and forever. tainment in his or her field1 of labor 
work. This is not all the Story but I realize that I have written too upon whom t° lavish recognition and 
just enough to show you 'the way much yet I have only given you a Pra'se> we usually choose some one 
God blesses the truth. glimpse of our work. Pardon the ^rom an adjoining city or State? 
My own work is among the English haste in which it was written but the Stiange to relate it never occurs to 
speaking community. By the way, I ma" must go early tomorrow morning u®' untl1 U 's.to° late, that some one 
. , or it will be delayed a week of our own friends or associates might 
notmed m the endosed chppmg from ^ have the marks of a genius and be 
the notes of the Echo, thalt there God g.ye yQu the greategt year Qf equally, or more deserving of our at-
were 100 million Anglo-Indian s in In- y0ur history tent.ion than the stranger, 
dia and that there wasn't a single ' yourg jn R.g gervjce Taylor University is to be con-
missionary working among them." I Vere w ^bbe gratulated upon having connected 
would suggest thalt the Editorial Staff ' y' with her business administration and 
appoint a censor lest ridicule be pour- faculty, a number of men and women 
ed oult upon our paper. I do not be- A WORD OF EXPLANATION of large caliber, indeed, of such cal-
lieve for a minute thalt Miss Loud iber that, were they to turn their at-
said what she is. quoted as saying. In response to the above criticism tention to fields of science, finance, 
I can't quote statistics but would ven- by Mr. Abbey I desire to make this or business, they might have gained 
ture a guess that many thousands explanation. It has been my purpose land and honor, and have sat among 
would come nearer the truth than the throughout the year to report what the high places awarded the worLd 
figure quoted. As for the Statement the speakers have said and not my But they of their own volition have 
that no one was working among them own ideas. However, I might say in chosen to cast their lot with Tay-
may I call attention to the fact that regard to the statement that there lor University, simply because they 
Bishop Taylors work m ndiawas a- are a hunderedmillion Anglo-Indians, see in Taylor a present and future of 
mong them primarily, that the men Miss Loud' said a hundred thous- no small proportions 
who came out in those early days and and1 I so reported it, bult two 
all came for that work, that at pre- faculty members previously had a • 6Se. men alM* women are expend-
sent we have English speaking conversation with her in which she t'le'r 'lves ^ere 1° our midst and 
churches in every large city of India, said1 a hundred million. Consequently f°r us' ^ecause they have followed 
thaJt until this year, L. Chester Lewis my report was "corrected". Such e leading of Go.d. These to whom 
was in this work, that at present mistakes often occur and should not we allude are God's men and women 
w r i t i n g ,  I  h a v e  a  s e l f  s u p p o r t i n g  b e  t a k e n  t o o  s e r i o u s l y .  „ n  ,  0 „ ,  ,  „  .  ,  
church of these people with a mem- ]y[jss Loud said that thm- , 110 or Personal gl°ry> ku 
bership of 250, that we have raised a singIe missi0nary among th^r^ T" ^ ^  Lamb °f G°d' 
a budget of $5,000.00 each year since pje. Since she represents the Christ i there a better way to do this than 
I came and I don t remember the an an(j Missionary Alliance it is pos b^ helping to prepare young men 
figures previously, that 'these church- sible that she meant that ^ ' and women for m servjce jn the 
es have every activity that your ization h,ad no missionaHes J "fields already white untQ harves,t" 
cnurch in Upland has, that we have them hut if she d ir i  *„.-i .  ,  y  w , " t e  U J 1 L O  V C B l -
an Epworth League with a member- this explanation. This criticism "sTust ^ °f th°Se °f °Ur nUmber' ab°Ut 
(Continued on page 23), 
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John Shilling has gone to work for 
the summer at Charlevoix, Michigan, 
a summer resort. He stopped off on 
his way at Chicago for a few days. 
Mr. Wm. Pinaire, a former student 
spent Sunday here renewing old 
friendships. 
Miss Helen Shoemaker spent the 
week end at the home of her parents, 
Dr. and Mrs. Shoemaker of Bluffton. 
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin J. Hill and Mrs. Tillie McNutt Albright, a noted 
family arrived Thursday to spend a evangelist, is spending the commence-
few days with Prof. Glasier and fam- menlt season here 
iiy. 
Mr. Andrew Soudah of Palestine 
gave an illustrated lecture Monday 
evening. He was dressed in his 
Arabian costume. The pictures shown 
were very interesting. 
Mr. Dare of Marionville, Missouri, a week at his home here. He is hav-
is spending some time with his fam- ing great success in his evangelistic 
ily here. work. 
Wendell Ayres who has been at-
Dr. Monroe Vayhinger is spending tending school at Bloomington, In­
diana, is spending his vacation at his 
home here. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Burke White, Mr. Harold Ockenga spent the day 
who graduated last year and have in Marion Sunday. 
been attending the Christian Alliance 
Missionary Training School at Nyack, Prof. George Fenstermaeher spent 
New York, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Saturday afternoon visiting relatives 
L. M. Bonner. at Marion. 
Miss Bertha French of Kimmel is 
visiting friends here. 
Miss Flossie Locke left Satur.dlay 
for her home at Wilmington, Ohio. 
Rev. Frank Collier of Oxford1 is vis­
iting his mother, Mrs. Matilda John­
son who is ill at the home of her 
daughter Mrs. Culla Vayhinger. 
Harlowe Evans arrived home last 
week from Milwaukee where he has 
been working this year. 
Mrs. M. O. Abbey entertained at 
dinner Sunday, Misses Theodora Both-
well Sadie Miller, Hilda Erbland and 
Mr. Eugene Pilgrim. 
Miss Miriam Giles of Bloomington, 
Illinois, spent the past week visit­
ing relatives here. She is returning 
from a few weeks Stay at Atlantic 
City where she visited Mrs. William 
Neilson, formerly Miss Ruth Ridout. 
Mrs. Harland Cleaveland entertain­
ed a few friends Thursday in honor 
of her guest Mrs. John W. Egan of 
Grand Rapids Michigan. Those who 
enjoyed the afternoon were Mesdames 
Blodgett, Lamale, Wray, Shilling and 
Misses Miller, Bothwell and Larson. 
Mrs. John Collier is visiting friends 
here. 
The Senior Class enjoyed a picnic 
Wednesday afternoon. 
Miss Anna Dodge of Belmont, New 
York, spent the commencement sea­
son with her niece, Miss Lucy Lar-
rison. 
Mr. J. N. Pogue who has been ser­
iously ill at the home of his son, Prof. 
Barton Pogue, is reported to be im­
proving. 
Miss Savannah Huggins is quite ill 
at the home of her daughter, Mrs, B. 
W. Ayres. 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sedwick and 
daughters, Ruth and Culla Pearl, of 
Indianapolis and Mr. and Mrs. Wm. 
Krump and son of Gloversville, New 
York, spent a few days last week at 
the home of Mrs. Culla Vayhinger. 
Samuel Polovna, "Sam the Method­
ist" spent Thursday on the campus 
and gave an inspirational talk at 
chapel. He has rented a university 
house and will move his family here 
for school next year. 
Prof, and Mrs. W. P. Lamale gave 
a joint. Piano and Voice Recital before 
the members of the Hartford City 
Rotary Club Monday evening, June 
11 th at the Hotel Hartford. 
Miss Mildred Radaker and1 Miss 
Edith Gillispie spent Sunday at the 
home of Miss Mildred Whetsel of 
Dunkirk. While there they attended 
an anniversary of the dedication of 
the church. Miss Radaker sang a solo 
alt the morning service. 
Miss Emma Tressler '21, who has 
been teaching in North Dakota for 
the past two years arrived here last 
week to spend commencement. 
Miss Iris Abbey returned home last 
week from an extended visit with 
friends at Chebuse 111. 
Miss Geraldine Hughes, sister of 
Mrs. W. P. Lamale has been visiting 
at the home of Professor and Mrs, 
Lamale. Miss Hughes is teacher of 
Latin in the Mount Vernon, Iowa 
High School and is engaged for the 
summer as Junior Supervisor with 
the Redpath Chautauqua in the States 
of Pennsylvania, West Virginia and 
Ohio. 
Mr. F. F_ Speicher of Urbana, In­
diana, a cousin of D. L. Speicher a 
trustee of Taylor University, recent­
ly purchased the E. W. Smith proper­
ty in the College Addition and moved 
here to stay several years so their 
daughter can attend Taylor. 
H. M. Alexander and wife of Power 
Point, Ohio report the arrival of 
twins on June 8th. They have been 
named Leila Loraine and Lois Gerald­
ine. Mr. Alexander is an old Taylor 
student. 
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THE HEART OF THE 
GARDEN—AN IDYL 
brow. But blue bells meant grief to 
her and rose petals were tears. 
One afternoon, about ten days after 
her arrival, the garden saw her take 
the path to the river. She returned 
with the approach of twilight and 
they had tea together on the pprch. 
Then they came down into the garden 
and when the lady sat down on the 
seat by the arbor, the girl dropped at 
of the season, she had sent huge bou- h«r feet and leaned her head ^^nst 
quets. The lilac bushes bent to whis- her knee" There foll°wed the age-old 
per of the soldier-boy to whom she sl°ry overwhelming happiness, 
It was an old-fashioned'garden with had Siven an armful of the fragrant then disaster Some gossiping, sland-
a path leading through the middle of blossoms when he had mentioned t°n&ue ad been the serpent in 
it to the honey-suckle-covered porch with tear-wet eyes that they were his her Eden and merciless had been the 
of a small white cottage. Behind the mother's favorite flowers. The rose- =°"seq"®nces- Tbe aweet su,m^er dusk 
cottage a hill arose with steep slopes arbor sPoke of the little crippled-boy fel1 .softly about them and the mur-
• covered with tall pines through whose with his sweet' Pale face and wide' manng 0 ® night insects and the 
tops the wind passed with a myster- dark eyes' who used to spend the sulIen to"e of the nver'. now sweet 
ious, soothing sound, and at its foot summer with her. The lilies of the and Sentle> n°w impetuous and loud-
a dusity, mountain road struggled lab- valley rang out fairy notes of joy in er> seemed like the throbbing of a 
oriously onward! In front of the memory of her sister's wedding. And f?realt sympathetic heart, 
cottage lay the garden and the same so these friendly voices would sooth Came the low tones of the lady, 
little box-bordered path that led to the ache in her heart and bring to "Dear heart, God loves you." 
the porch passed out of a vine-laden her peace. The gjri stirred restlessly and said 
wicket gate and ran diagonally across One evening the garden knew that bitterly, "How can I pray to a God 
a small field, through the corner of something unusual had disturbed the who would let such a thing happen to 
a wood to the river, whose ripplings lady. It guessed immediately that me? Even while I pleaded for His 
and murmurings, mingled with the someone was coming, for that day blessing! How do I know there is a 
whisperings of the pine trees could the mailman had come to the cottage God?" 
ever be heard in the garden. and following his visit there had en- The lady put gentle fingers on the 
It was a very peaceful spot, this sued a frantic house-cleaning and suffering lips. After a moment of si-
garden, guarded by the river and airing of rooms and of bedding. To- ience the garden heard her tell in a 
watched over by the hill. It belong- night she was not even listening to quiet loving voice the story of One 
ed to a lovely, silver-haired, gray- the garden. The rose-bush reached who had suffered much for the girl 
eyed lady whose people had owned out to caress her cheek but drew even the agony of death; of One who 
the place for many years and in its back startled, hearing a broken sob, had been forsaken b the friends He 
heart of hearts was cherished many a"d then all at once, the lady was ioved most; of 0ne wh() had loved 
family secrets. It knew that on moon- a c™™eJod beap on the ground be- unto death a le who hated Him. 
light evenings when she sat on the the bench The garden was awed And would she, too, betray Him? The 
bench by the rose-arbor, her heart sympathetic silence. Presently tender voice pictured His 'loving corn-
was lonely for the real contact with ^ heard passionate, earnest words: passion> His R Coul(, gbe n()t trust 
ife that she had never known. And My Father, give me grace to help Him with her whole life? He had 
then its many voices spoke to her. The ner- ^ me do something more for Proo(Qu n. u . ,1 j , ,. ,, . . . , ., TViob mi, created the beautiful earth and the odor of the jasmine that hung on the lftee, my Lord! , ... „ , . 
,... . , , ,, . ... ,, heavens. Was He not able to bring 
moonlit air spoke of the invalid When the voice ceased nn u • , , . , - , , » ,, , . .. , . , , , , , , , , ceasea, no sound happiness and triumph for her out of 
mother whose sole attendant she had was heard but the cooing of the doves pain? There were many aching hearts 
ad jo,l t r it n rne ree,s and the ri»iing °f in wond to wh0m she might be 
bloomed. She had ^ved that mother the water. A cloud passed over the a blessing if she would resolutely 
very much and none but the garcen moon and, reverently, the garden sacrifice self and surrender her life 
knew of the rare moments when she waited. JJ 
had longed for a larger field of ser- The next day when the lady came • 
vice in the world. The sun dial recall- she brought with her a young girl' e 's w'se. The lady went into 
ed memories of the only suitor she The garden loved the visitor im ^ bouse and tne alone. The 
had ever had. It was there the night mediately for her face showed si™ sweet>scen*ed darkness of the garden 
had told' him that he must never of trouble. The blue eyes were sad pressed c'°se about her. She looked 
after her mother's injury, that she but the mouth was hard and cvn' 1 at tbe stars' s0 co'd, so far away! 
come again, and only the garden of After that first day it rarely saw 'her ^3S ^°d tbere' Then she hid her 
her breaking heart and the honey- She took long walks on the hill but ^3Ce &nd Cr^ ber be'ng WaS' 
suckles that covered the porch that never came to the garden Th '^od' art Thou here?" Something 
year heard her sobbing late into the night breeze would steal in th o-L wbddn ber melted and she began to 
night and whispered it to the other her window and kiss her hair^nd' S°b and pray" The breath of the 
flowers. The syringa bush with its cheeks, calling her to come and the niS?ht caressed her, the roses bent to 
pure, sweeit blooms told of the little moonbeams would fpnrWKr u di l i • , ^ i i i i • l e i, i • , tenderly hover kiss her hair, the wind in the p&nes old lady in town to whom each week over wide, sleepless pvpq ar^> ^ , p eyes and dewy and the ripple of the water comforted 
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pered, "But Thou art more to me, O 
Lord. I pray for him as for myself, 
Thy will be done!" As she stood erect, 
a serene calm transfigured her count­
enance and a voice in !the moonlight 
like music sounded, "And the peace 
of God, which passeth understanding 
shall keep your heart and mind 
through Christ Jesus." And the flow­
ers echoed "Peace" and the Can'ter-
ALUMNI AND FORMER "Too much praise cannot be given bury Bells ranS for J°y because a 
STUDENTS t° the courageous, faith inspired sou' badl Tunc] rest bu,t onN God 
pastor, Rev. S. G. Rossmussen and and the garden knew how terrible the 
"Sunday, April 29th, was a great his wife, who have passed through struggle had been, 
day for the Methodist folks of the fire> discouragement and much trib- The next day the garden was very 
little village of Emmett, in the east- ulation that this house in which to happy in the morning sunshine for it 
ern edge of the Northwest Nebraska worship their God might be built and knew that God had been there and 
Conference, for it was the day of dedicated and stand as testimony to it had another secret to keep., The 
the dedication of the beautiful church the power of God which is infinitely hyacinths nodded their heads and a 
building of which some have been greater than he power of the evil whisper went up* and down the walks 
dreaming for months. In fact, ever one."—Central Christian Advocate. Peace . 
since the morning one year ago when The Rev. S. G. Rossmussen was Bonita Cast,aneda '24t 
the whole town was shocked and graduated from the academy at Tay-
grieved over the burning of the chap- lor several years ago. LESSONS OF EXPERIENCE 
el where the congregation had met 
for worship since the organigation of John 0. Mabuce who spent several "I learn as the years roll onward, 
the Methodist church two years be- years at Taylor took his A. B. from And leave the past behind, 
fore." the McKendree College at Lebanon, That much I have counted sorrow 
"There was sorrow in many hearts Gliuois on June 7, 1923. But proves our God is kind; 
that morning because of the evil ™ That many a flower I longed for 
spirit which would prompt not only , 1Vf , ellC ' W °_ e. us at e Had a hidden thorn of pain; 
the destruction of God's house, but en ° 1*rln_er Jl™.LS now wor " And many a rugged bypath 
was willing to peril the lives of the ln* at Cbarlvoix> Michigan. ^ tQ fieldg of ripene(J grain_ 
pastor, his wife and three little ones 
in burning also the parsonage where Emma Jane Tressler 21 of Wash- "The clouds but cover the sunshine, 
the family were all asleep." burn, North Dakota, ^ is visiting They cannot banish the sun; 
"Some were discouraged, but great friends on the campus this commence- And the earth shines out brighter 
fia'th filled the heart of the pastor, ment week. When the weary rain is done, 
his wife and a faithful few and while ~ ~ ' We must stand in the deepest sorrow 
the fire was still smouldering amidst aune V. Y an A 19 took his A. >p0 see j.jje ciearest light; 
the ruins, a subscription paper was B' G"om Pasadena University, Pasa- And often from wrong's own darkness 
passed, and a fund started for the dena> California, this June. Comes the very strength of righlt. 
building of a new church." 
"So on this beautiful last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Wilber F. Brower an- "\ye must j;ve through the weary 
April a crowd of interested people nounced the marriage of their daugh- winter 
from Emmett, the surrounding ter, Lois Wilberta to Mr. David jf we couid, vaiue the spring; 
country and neighboring towns gat.h- Wirght Amerman on Saturday, June And the woods must be cold and'silent 
ered at eleven o'clock in the . new 2nd, at their residence 29 South 12th Before the robins sing, 
church auditorium with its comfort- Street, Newark, New Jersey. Mr. and The flowers must be buried in dark-
able pews , lovely stained glass Mrs. Amerman will be at home after negs 
windows and general air of home- July 1st at 134 George Street, New Before they could bud and bloom; 
likeness." Brunswick, New Jersey. And the sweetest and warmest sun-
_=_=&_,^=^=^=====_=================. shine 
•her. Gradually a sense of the nearness flooding every corner of the garden Comeg aflter the storm and gloom. 
of God in that beautiful garden and with its mild light. It hovered over 
in the peaceful night crept in upon the bowed form of the girl and touch- iigo ^ ^  ^  ^  
her troubled soul. A whisper came on ed her hair with radiance, bhe raised # 
the breeze, "Come unto me, all ye her head and her face was as the Gams the purest joy of all; 
that labor and are heavy-laden, and face of one who has passed from de- And from lips that have tasted sad-
I will give you rest." From her heart spair into glorious, living hope. She uess 
went he cry, "I am coming, Lord," drew from her dress, where iit hung The sweetest songs will fall. 
And the voices of the river and the on the end of a ribbon, a watch and For as peace comes after suffering, 
garden and the hill breathed a soft opened it. The roses, peeping over And love is reward of pain, 
"Amen." her shoulder, saw the picture of a So after earth comes heaven 
Presently the moon arose over the handsome young man. A moment she And out of our loss the gain." 
hill, glorifying the little cottage and looked, then lifting her eyes she wis- —Selected. 
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were assimilated to grow the flesh, 
no more than there is in a piece of 
artifical machinery like a sewing ma­
chine, lawn mower or locomotive. We 
hold that sin originated with Satan 
who is a fallen angel, a spiritual be­
ing with no capacity to produce or 
plropagate any kind of material virus 
in the world. We hold with Saint 
Paul that sin is a mystery. Natural 
analogies are used to apprehend its 
nature and the mode in which it ex­
ists, but none of these are sufficient 
to describe or explain sin. Primarily 
it is a principle and not an act. It is 
a racial infection resultant from the 
BLOOD WASHED AND SPIRIT was bis belief that the heart could fa]] Men can be saved from it; they 
FILLED be pure, that no believer should stop can foe made free from it, or else the 
.—_ short of heart purity, but that sin language of the Scriptures has no 
Dr. John Paul must continue in this old flesh of meaning. They may also be re-infeclt-
A heart purified by the hlood of ours so long 33 we were mortals- ed. The Scriptures use the analogy of 
Christ and indwelt by the Holy Spirit. The point of difference between a root from which evil shoots and 
This is an interdenominational defi- t:his and the true message of holiness blossoms may come; a dye or stain 
nition of holiness. Any of us will ac- ,s nolt t° be found in our conflicting that no earthly solution can whiten; 
cept that as a sound statement, and conclusions. It is to be found in the a filth wrought into the fiber of a 
very few serious Christians would' re- Premises. If sin is in some measure structure; a disease preying upon the 
fus.e to believe in it as a sound Bibli- a material malady inhering in our vitals of its victim; an extraneous 
< cal attainment that ought to be re- physical nature we can only be freed growth :to be cut away in order that 
alized in this life. The fact that all from iit by awaiting that change of the soul may exercise itself in perfect 
schools of real Christians, whether the future in which we shall lay aside love. None of these analogies are to 
Holiness or non-Holiness in name, will fhe body of our humiliation and be be regarded as the basis of a doctrine 
accept this statement, may indicate raised' up or transformed in the of sin, though they all contribute to 
that it is not sufficiently full and ex- likeness of our glorious Lord. There the general truth that sin is a mys-
plicit to be useful. From our stand- ,s only one view possible in this case, terious fact, a stubborn reality which 
point it seems explicit and we scarce- From the standpoint of the man who can only be negotiated by divine 
ly understand how a number of believes that sin is in the flesh, that power through the grace of our Lord 
preachers could take this Statement it Is a material quantity or a physical Jesus Christ. 
as their test and arrive at. a variety condition, a preacher of entire sane- a heart purified by the blood of 
of conflicting conclusions, admitting tiiication is bound to be a fanatic, Christ and indwelt by the Holy Spirit, 
in some instances that it is always To say that the human nature can be This is Christian holiness. The pro-
necessary for Christians to commit sin entirely saved from sin would be visional work of the shed blood of 
or that sin as a principle in the na- nlnrost as insane as :to announce that Christ is executed' by the personal 
ture can only be surpassed and1 left divine grace will endow us with wings Holy Spirit whom the world cannot 
resident until the soul is released by to 'be m0°"- There is positively receiVe. We must agree that the 
the article of death. disagreement about the conclusion beart can thus jje cie.anE.e(j. We can 
A heart purified by the blood of this is t:he premise with which we affor(j to jet ;tbe different theories a-
Chrislt and indwelt by the Holy Spirit. are to start- bout tbe fiesh be left over for selttle-
This ought to cover the ground if But happily we do not all have to ment at a more convenient season; but 
all the sin 'there is in man is in his do business on these premises. If the we must urge upon God's people 
heart. The word heart does not re- brethren who take exception to a every where the importance of re­
fer to our physical organ of circula- message of salvation from all sin ceiving the sanctifying baptism; and 
tion but to the seat of our nature, would accept our premises, which we whatever may be their notions about 
our inner spirit, which is the base of believe are the premises of Saint Paul ,the condition of these bodies of ours 
our disposition. We all believe in and of Jesus and of Moses and the they will scarcely deny that they 
heart purity. It is very rarely that prophets, we are sure their intelli- must be kept under; that our souls 
you will find an expositor contending gence would encounter no difficulty are to be the master of the ship, and 
for the doctrine that sin remains in in accepting the truth of holiness. In- that these souls must be blood1 washed 
man to the end of this life who would deed if they would stop to consider aruj Splirit-filled. 
deny the possibility of heart piurity. that our issue inheres in the premise 
A minister of this type some time and not in the conclusion perhapis the 
ago announced that his denomination feeling of all parties concerned Liberia's Schools, 
was going to have a convention on would be more charitable and they In f!le schools "1 Liberia. »s sn"n as 
the spiritual life. He then called it would take each other more philo- IgSZA'SS' hJV'Z, is 
a Holiness convention, but stopped to sophically. We hold that the carnal taiJ{?|lt by (hose wf|() ()!ivp Hni„he<| tl,e 
explain that he meant spiritual holi- mind is mind, not matter; that there cjass ai,ove him. Many of the children 
ness, not sinless perfection as the ex- is no more sin in the human flesh walk eight miles through the swciaps 
tremists taught it. In other words it than there is in the table diets thalt to the schools. 
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THE WORDS OF MALACHI 
3:10 LITERALLY FULFILLED 
TO A POOR WIDOW 
Some years ago, husband and I 
were attending a campmeeting in 
Pennsylvania when a lady with a very 
sweet saintly face came and spoke 
Ito us, saying, "I wanted to speak to 
you since you have been in healthen 
lands, as I have substitutes scattered 
around here and 'there, and my heart 
is with the missionaries and their 
work." 
Her dress, dignity, and manner 
caused us 'to think that we were 
speaking to a woman of wealth. Evi­
dently discerning our thought, she 
said, "May I tell you my story?" 
"Fifteen years ago I was left a 
widow with three young children 
whose ages were seven , five and 
three. Husband had been a working 
man on small wages, and we had been 
unable to save even a penny. His ill­
ness lasted over several months, and 
after the funeral I found myself in 
debt to doctors and undertakers, to 
the extent of $300.00. Not a dollar 
was in my purse, and I knew not 
which way to turn. It was winter 
time, and 'the snow was banked) up a-
round the house and all I had in the 
house was one-half pailful of coal, a 
few slices of bread, and a bottle of 
milk. 
"I had been reared in a Christian 
home, and knew that God would hear 
prayer, so I knelt down imploring 
His help. I lighted a fire to keep the 
children warm, and, fearing they 
would go near the stove and set the 
house on fire, I tied each of them to 
a leg of the table and started out one 
bitter cold morning in search of 
work. I had made my children's 
clothing, and knew a little about sew­
ing, so I applied for work at a tailor­
ing establishment. They offered me 
$3.00 per week and I gladly accepted 
the position. A bakery furnished me 
with stale bread, a creamery with 
sour milk; and thus I was enabled to 
keep my little ones from starving. 
Alt the end of the first week, when I 
I received my wages, I took, out the 
tithe (thirty cents) for I had read 
back in my childhood days that "the 
tilthe is the Lord's," and I feel that I 
had no right to it. I 'took the book of 
Malachi and read the third chapter 
faithfully, and the words "Prove me 
herewith" seemed to clinch the truth 
of tithing more firmly. I asked some 
Christians about it, and they said I 
should not think of tithing since my 
little ones needed every penny that 
I earned; but a Voice down in my 
heart said, "The tithe is the Lord's." 
So I settled it and decided that I 
could not use what belonged rightly 
to Him. 
"With the $2.70 I purchased1 food 
and coal, and we had just sufficient 
to take us through the week. To my 
great surprise at the end of the second 
week, when my pay envelope was 
handed me, I found $6.00 with a note 
saying that my wage was increased. 
My heart was filled with praises to 
God, and when I reached home I 
took oUt the tithe (sixty cents) and 
pujt it with the thirty cents,. 
"A month went by and Still my dar­
lings were 'tied 'to the table legs while 
I went to my work, I could tell no 
one but God about it, and each morn­
ing they would be puit in His care. 
At the end of six weeks my wages 
were increased to $10.00 per week, 
and I was enabled to hire a woman 
to come and care fo,r the children. 
Faithfully every dollar was ti'thed 
just as soon as it was in my hand, 
and I was proving that there were 
Still windows in Heaven and that the 
bolt was in Father's hand, and! He 
could easily slide it back when we 
obeyed by bringing in the tithes. 
"I joined a church in our neighbor­
hood where the missionary fire was 
burning at white heat, and 'the tithe 
was given for work in heathen lands. 
When the year closed I was earning 
$20.00 a week; my children were well 
cared for, and God was richly bless­
ing my home. 
"Fifteen years have gone by,, and 
now I occupy 'the position in the es­
tablishment as the head saleswoman, 
with a salary of $30.00 per week. My 
daughter is now in the home of a fine 
Christian family; my boys, fine sturdy 
lads, are both working and both tith­
ing. The three are earnest Christians, 
and I wish to tell the whole world 
that I owe my success to tithing. The 
words in Malachi 3:10 have been 
literally fulfilled in my case, 'Bring 
ye all the tithes into the storehouse, 
thait there may be meat in mine 
house, and pirove me now herewith, 
saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not 
open you the windows of heaven, and 
empty out (margin) you a blessing, 
that there shall not be room enough 
to receive it. And I will rebuke the 
devourer for your sakes, and he 
shall not destroy the fruits of your 
ground; neither shall your vine cast 
her fruit before the time in the field, 
saith the Lord of hosts. And all na­
tions shall call you blessed." 
Have YOU proven the Lord with 
your tithe?—Heart and Life. 
TAYLOR'S MISSIONARIES 
(Continued from page three.) 
Mr. and Mrs,. Howard Hastings, 
Lilitpur 
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Opper, Hindlu-
pur, Anantapur District 
Cora Fales, Seroncha 
Doris Wemche On furlougn 
Percy Smith, Khairagaih, Rapipur 
District 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shaw, Bel-
gaum 
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Lewis, Cown-
pore 
Alfred' C. Sneed On furlough 
Mr. and Mrs. Alison H, Rogers, 
Nowgong, Bundelkhand 
Olive Dunn, Bareilly 
JAPAN 
Lenora Seeds, Nagoya 
Mable Seeds On furlough 
K. Hiraida, Aoyoma, Tokyo 
Mark Shaw, Aoyoma, Gakuin, Tokyo 
MEXICO 
Dr. and Mrs. C. Raymond Illick, 
On the field 
Mr. and Mrs. Gabino Arindilla, Pan­
ama 
Rev. A. Bustamante, Panama 
PORTO RICA 
Samuel Culpepper On the field 
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cottingham, on 
the field 
Ruth Copley, On furlough (Sharon, 
Kansas) 
Alfred Gonzales, San Joes, Antique 
Ruth E. Joyce Atkins, Tuguegaiao, 
Cag, South America 
Mable Parks, Chiclayo, Peru 
A. L. Porter, Concepcion, Chile 
It has been the custom each year 
for the Echo Staff to send the Echo 
free of charge to everyone of our 
missionaries from whom we could re­
ceive proper address. If anyone knows 
the address of any of those whose ad-
resses we do not have or if anyone 
knows that we have the wrong ad­
dress of any, we would appreciate it 
very much if you would write to the 
Echo Staff and give the proper in­
formation. 
—Editor. 
It is difficult to convince another 
of the soundness of your position un­
less you feel yourself that it is so. 
To attract instant attention these 
days, one should ride a horse, or 
bowl along in a buggy. 
A secret is something you are just 
dying to tell. 
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tal, physical or financial aid. Some 
know what it is to have the Lord 
touch and heal their body so that 
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means to receive Divine aid. 
Would one dare tell us that there 
is no such thing as a definite answer 
to prayer? Away with such a thought 
forever. We KNOW better, for we 
have tester and' tried it and found 
that the promises of the Lord are 
true. Nothing can be more sure than 
the promises of our God. The writ-
Jan. 1, 1923; $1.50 per annum if paid after Jan. 1, 1923; $1.50 per annum to 
foreign countries. Single copies 10c. 
We have now come to the last is­
sue of the Echo for this school year. 
Tie™t:l1;2LP_er a!"Um -i18 i.SfU®!) inT Unite,dJtai?SLif paid_bef°.re er of this article has talked with peo­
ple who tried to make him believe 
there was nothing in prayer but he 
pitied them and told them that he 
knew differently. 
Now that we have come to the close 
of another school year the retiring 
Echo Staff join in praying God's 
richest blessings upon every reader 
of the Echo. Let us exhort you to 
"fight the good fight of faith" and 
"lay hold upon eternal life" for our 
adversary "goeth about —seeking 
THE RESUME do his best to right the matter. It whom he may devour." 
is not our desire that any should be In conclusion we would ask one re-
dissatisfied. quest from our readers, that is that 
This past year has meant much for you would remember Taylor Uni-
Most of the staff members are breath- Taylor University. We feel that it has versity in your prayers. We believe 
ing a sigh of relief as they are emerg- been a year of reconstruction, a year thalt Taylor has a great future and 
ing from the sea of problems and dif- of reinforcing the fundamentals of that God wants to do still greater 
ficulties which are sometimes con- the institution, and, in a general sense things for her than He has ever done 
comitant with an office on the Echo a year of victory. We know the Lord in the past. Pray that the will of the 
Staff, This year has not been free has not forsaken us for He continues Lord may be done in everything and 
from its perplexing problems, never- to manifest Himself to His people. The that this may be a place where thous-
theless, we come to the end of our Holy Spirit is working in our midst. ands of young people may yet be able 
task with a spirit similar to that of The darkness that covered many souls to get an education and1 with it may 
the Apostle Paul when he finished at the beginning of the school year they get a world vision of Christion 
his course—there is a consciousness has been lifted. Some have received service. 
that we have done our best. However, a definite experience of the new birth 
in retrospect we see where many im- or heart purity; others, who were 
provements might have been made wavering in their Christian experience 
and if we had a second chance we have been settled and established. To 
would do some things quite different- others who were walking in the light Dr. Thomas C. Henderson who was 
ly by correcting mistakes, blunders the Lord has given more light and 'to have taken a prominent part in t e 
and errors. they are now rejoicing with joy un- excercises of commencement week, is 
We appreciate the co-operation that speakable and full of glory. Thus, very ill at his home in Cleveland, Ohio 
the readers of the Echo have given our hearts swell up with joy and and was not present at all. Foi 
us. You have been patient and lenient gratitude, and we praise the Lord for this reason 'the special meetings that 
with us. We only regret that we what has been accomplished. were scheduled for Friday, Saturday 
could not have given you better ser- But, these are only a few of the and Sunday following commencement 
vice. If there should be a subscriber things that have happened' in the spir- were cancelled entirely, 
who feels that he has not been dealt itual realm. Time and space would The Inter-Society contest which was 
with fairly, or has not received every not permit us to relate scores and to be held Saturday morning was 
issue that was due him, let him write scores of instances in which the Lord changed to Tuesday morning, 
immediately to the editor and he will definitely answered prayer for men- June 19th, at 10 o'clock. 
Special Meetings Cancelled 
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THE SEVENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL 
COMMENCEMENT 
OF TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
This commencement combined a re- his hearers that he was not ignorant mined not to be a "lady", but tender, 
ligious and evangelistic conference of the various arguments entering in- affectionate, and altogether cap|tivat-
with the regular exercises of such an to this controversy. He also handled ing,—such is "Peg O' My Heart" as 
occasion. The sermons and addresses the other fundamentals of the Chris- portrayed by Hartley Manners in his 
of President Paul and the various tian faith in such a way as to dispiell three-act play and interpreted) the 
visitors were strong and helpful and the doubts and fears of any who had world around by his wife, Laurette 
altogether the commencement season entertained such on the virgin birth, Taylor; and such, too, is the "Peg" to 
was a significant success. the deity of Jesus, the knowledge and which Miss Countryman introduces us 
authority of Christ in his references in her play reading. The heroine is 
Hill-Palmer Contest. tQ Testament his'troy and propii- essentially Miss Countryman's type, 
In the Hill-Palmer contest June 19 ecies- and she evinced a fine sense of dis-
Miss Atkinson and Miss Kobayashi The entire address was carefully crimination in selecting this play for 
were the successful girls, and Mar- worked out so that every sentence her graduation recital, 
tin Davis and Gale Porton received was made to count. The only thing Peg, as we know, is the child of a 
the award for 'the boys. Dr. Hill, one to be regretted about the occasion misalliance. Her mother was the 
of the founders of this prize, was was that not many of the visitors daughter of a peer of England, and 
present and sang during the firrt re- had yet arrived when Dr. Wray de- when she married an obscure Irish 
tirement of the judges^ and Prof, livered his great address, and the agitator and patriot she was disowned 
Harlan Cleaveland, upon demand of program was too full to have i|b re- by her family. Having failed in her 
the audience, sang several numbers peated. It was probably more im- final effort to secure the forgiveness 
in his magnificent, baritone voice and portanit, however, thaJt the young of her hard-hearted bother, and with-
wi-th surpassing clearness and tona- men and young women constituting out the luxuries to which she was 
tion. Prof. Cleaveland was sincerely the student body of Taylor University accustomed, without even the nouri-
congraltulated upon the splendid heard this strong presentation of shing foods demanded by her illness, 
training his pupils evinced. Miss faith and positive religion, for in the frail little mother reads her bro-
Bothwell's accompaniments were re- them it will bear fruit in the years to ther's brutal .words, "You have made 
markably brilliant. come. Of course the student bodiy your bedk lie in it", and she cannot 
frequently had) an opportunity to survive the shock. Her passing leaves 
Dean Wray's Address on The Au- hear Dean Wray in the classroom and a brokenhearted husband to rear 
thority of the Scriptures. in short chapel talks, but this ad- their little daughter according to the 
dress was more carefully formulated dictates of his Irish temperament; so 
The opening address.of the Con ei- ag a convjncjng argument and no in an atmosphere of fiery patriotism, 
ence on Christian Experience an doubt- made a m0re lasting impress long-treasured books, and the witch-
World Evangelism held in connection Uppn tbe mjnds of the students be- ery of Irish romance, Peg grows up. 
with the commencement exercises ^ of this fact. It is to be boped when ^ 
W,aS,, „T"e, y foan NeWton T y that Dr. Wray's complete treatise on word of |the cruel uncle>s death and 
of the Theological Seminary of the subject will be forthcoming soon. the provisioll of his will by which 
University on the subject T e when jt is pubiished it should be Peg in to be educated in the London 
ority of the Bible. No p widely read. home of her mother's aristocratic and could have been selected better able -Mme °f. ner motner s aristocratic and, 
to handle this subject, which has so Miss Countryman in supercilious sister, Lady Chichester, 
_ . . , .-I TA WVOTT ' the ±ather yields to the inevitable and great current interest, than Dr. Wray. <<p G> Mv Heart" ^ i,- • LU. U I i. 
His thorough scholarship, coupled " * My Heart sends his eighteen year old daughter 
with his positive Chistian experience Prof. Barton R. Pogue was not TO Peg reluctantly consents to try 
and his consecrated life, give to his present for commencement, owing to the plan for one month, and) this brief 
messages on religious themes spec- his Chautauqua engagements, but he Pe"od> m the environment of wealth 
ial power. He speaks "as one having would have been proud of his gradu- and society, unloved and: ^ cruelly 
authority." ating students, Miss Countryman and treated, among her superficial and 
The address given by Dr. Wray is Miss Speirs,, could he have heard snobbish kinsfolk, brings to the little 
a part of the larger work which he is their senior recitals, and he is honord Irish maid a beauty of person and a 
preparing for publication. After a by their fine interpretation and the strength of character which eventu-
brief introduction explaining this faclt popularity of the Expression piro- al)y shame the heartless aunt, the 
and relating the theme to the more grams. Miss Jiladene .Conntryman ^ in80uciaat 
comprehensive message, he dealt with appeared on FiiJay evening, June 15, 
his subject in a masterful manner, and Miss Speirs on the following Mon- Alanc, and win for little Peg a lover, 
tie dealt with the subject of man's day evening. fond, and true, Sir Gerald Adair, 
origin in a manner which convinced Hoydfenish, willful, and quite deter- Miss Countryman projects. her 
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character conception into the think- by Joseph Owen and Mrs. Iva Dun- of Jane Ellen> or more delectabiy 
ing of her audience and carries her ham Vennard were in the same class droll and beguiling than she in her 
hearers from climax to climax with of superiority and were equally in- varjous impersonationS) ft would be 
real skill. Alaric, Ethel and Lady spiring notwithstanding the variety ^jpftuft ,t0 conceive. Jane Ellen's 
Chichester become alive and properly in subject, experience and personality IHsh brogue> inimitable wit and clev-
detesitable; the lonely father in his 0f the speakers. er repartee win her audience as tru-
cabin has a distinct appeal and Peg MJgg jn „Come Qut Gf ly as they captivate the men in the 
herself wins every heart by means of The Kitchen„ play. The characters of the arrogant 
Miss Countryman s excellent mterp're- n ,, • o. f^. , , tation Play reading is a fascinating field ^rs- Falkner, inspecting Olivia s be-
of expression, and Miss Spiers has l°ved home, the irrepressible broth-
The Inter-Society Contest and* Preston unquestionably acquired skill in this ers *n several escapades, the 
Gold Prize Debate. art. "Come out of the Kitchen" is the lon£~suffering Amelia,, the faithful 
These contests are invariably close intriguing title of the popular three- black mammy, and the susceptible 
and always arouse much enthusiasm act comedy which Miss Speirs select- northern millionaire who succeeds in 
because of the good natured rivalry ed for her senior recital in Expires- p®rsua<^"g Ja"f ™en C°™e out 
between the two literarv societies. sion- It: depicts the financial embar- the Kitchen, all are .definitely and 
Mrs. Jennings, Philo, won the honors rassments of the aristrocratic Danger- vividly portrayed. Miss Speirs, long 
in song; Edwin Briggs, Thalo, won field family of the "Old Dominion". a favorite platform reader at Taylor, 
the oration* Miss Mildred Atkinson The father's illness while in Europe in recital proves herself worthy 
Philo, won on reading; Miss Rosabelle necessitates an expensive surgical op- of her laurels and reflects much cred-
Daugherty, Philo, on piano solo, and eratjon, and his four children, two rt upon our School of Expression. 
Mr. Wiltmer and Miss Beale, Thalos, sons and two daughters, on the eve Gjfegy Oratorical and Kerr Oratorical 
won the Preston Gold Prize Debate. of leaving their magnificent ol.d! Contests 
The question, of which the winners homestead for the season's vacation, jjjgg jviild.re.cl Kettyle won the for- • 
.ctebated the negative, was as follows: are confronted by the family solici- mer and Mr> A]ya Beerg ,the latter of 
Resolved: That strikes, when affec- tor wlth the startling information thege annuai events, and an unusual 
ting public utilities, should be prohib- that their father has cabled for mon- interest pervaded each. A feature of 
ited by law. (Constitutionality con- ey far beyond the resources of the tbese programs was the excellent mu-
cede.d). estate, and he appeals to them for ad- sic featured 
Miss Beale and Mr. Witmer, the !*ce in SOme arrangement Meetj ' Board of Trustees arid 
winners, were likewise winners in the f°r tie /mount. The ne- Alumni 
State Intercollegiate Debates last check^ for t£ folb) he .de- Lt is believed that the reorganiza-
winter, and Miss Beale won inter-club . , , .• m t TT • . , , . , i ,, i -t a/t clares, but with their consent he will tion or laylor Univeristy which took honors earlier in the year, while Mr. ' . . J 
Witmer a week before. commence- aCCept a ProPosi;tlon to rent the man- place at this commencement will 
ment received a $50 gold prize offerd f.10n for S'X w®eks a n°rthern mil- prove to be a history making event. 
by the Indiana Woman's Christian j^naire who offers $10,000 to gratiry The Trustee and Alumni Association 
Temperance Union, this competition ambition to spend a few weeks in who under a recent charter have been 
being open to all college students in 3 leal soutbe™ mansion. His one the joint custodian of the old school 
the state proviso is that a competent staff of voted to turn the school over to a new 
white servants be furnished with the organization known as the Legal Hun-
A Great Baccalaureate Sunday house. dred> patterned by the suggestion of 
The baccalaureate sermon was de- No vacation fundis being available President John Paul after the British 
livered by Dr. W. G. Nixon, pastor of and with no vacation privileges con- Wesleyan Custodianship. This Legal 
a great Methodist church in Detroit, ceivable without fundfe, a happy Hundred will be composed of persons 
It was spiritual, scholarly, and inspir- thought strikes Olivia, the spirited friendly to the standards of the in-
ing, and peculiarly adapted! to the daughter, who is one of the greatest stituition and willing to take part in 
occasion. The evening of Sunday was belles of the entire south. She pro- the liquidation of its debts. About 
signalized by a splendid presentation poses that the four Dangerfield chil- one-third of the legal hundred have 
of the great Haydn oratorio, "The dren impersonate the requisite four already been selected and their names 
Creation", under the skillful direction servants, the brothers taking the were read in the resolution of con-
of Prof. Harlan Cleaveland, to whom places of butler and house boy, the veyance. The first meeting of this 
all honor is due for the success of sister acting as maid, while she un- new trust corporation to complete its 
this chorus. Mr. Cleaveland also sang dertake the duties of cook, assuming organization will be in the city of 
the bass solos, while Miss Landon the name of Jane Ellen. After violent Indianapolis, Sept. 13, at which time 
sang the soprano solos and Mr. protest from the Dangerfields, sev- its corporation will be effected and 
Thompson the tenor. The choruses erally and collectively, augmented the old Board of Trustees will proba-
were no less acceptable than the soloi by the opposition of Weeks, the sol- bly complete the transfer of all its 
parts, and the success of the whole icitor, Olivia succeeds in cajoling rghts and obligations as represented 
pterformance was accentuated by the them all into accepting her scheme, in Taylor University. It is believed 
fine musicianship of the accompanist, She banishes the ponderous negro that nearly all the required constitu-
Miss Theodora P. Bothwell. Mention cook and enters at once upon her du- ency will be secured by that time. 
should be made of the two surpassing ties, happy in the prospect of mak- Friends of the school are regarding it 
shrmons by Rev. John Thomas at 3 p. ing her father's expenses. a singular honor to become life-time 
m. and by our own good President How anyone could be more fasci- custodians of this important educa-
Paul at 8 pi m. The Monday sermons nating than Miss Speirs in the part tional work. 
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The Alumni Meeting Joint Recital School of Music and occasion, and a background of con-
School of Expression gregational singing and sacred solos. 
In the cycle of commencement Another program of exceptional in- University dignitaries and visitors, 
events one of the happiest occasions ^eregj. and merjt was offered Tuesday including President Paul, Dean Wray, 
is the annual alumni reunion and evening Each nuiIlber of the iong Dr. Glasier, Dr. Hill, Mr. Forest 
banquet. program was artistic in execution and Miller, secretary of the Board of 
This year Mabel K. Seeds from Jap- received the rrifcute of prolonged ap- Trustees and1 others, assisted by the 
an, Rev. 0. C. Bowen from China were plause from an appreciative audience senior class and various group lead-
presenit, The farthest, state to the east which crowded the auditorium. ers, including Miss Gilberta Wray of 
to be represented was Massachusetts, Commencement Day Indiana University who assisted her 
by Mr. and Mrs. Atlee L. Percy (Miss Tb commencement address bv Dr mother in coaching the parts and Mrs. 
Clara L. Pittenger, 1898) of Boston. E. C WaTeTng of the We^emChris- Forest Miller and Mrs. Clarence Sny-
Rev. Robert L. Stuart, A. B. '96, from tian Advocate> Cincilmati( was one Gf dter of Upland, insured the success 
Spencer, Iowa, whom the university the features of what wag pr0nounced of !the enterprise. The most devout 
honors by conferring upon him the one of Taylor University's greatest and conservative visitors paid their 
degree of Doctor of Divinity, repre- commencements. Many states were re- tribute to the inspirational and illum-
sen.ted the farthest western state this presenied in the attendance at the con- mating value of the production. The 
year. vocation and 26 states and foreign Pageant was presented on the campus 
Alt the banquet, hour the dining countries are represented in.the situ- by artificial light, affording beautiful 
hall was crowded with alumni, off- dent body. Nineteen degrees were con- and weird effects. 
icers and friends of the university. A ferred m arts and sciences and the- Pageantry depicts the actual and 
.delicious and substantial three course ology, besides a few honorary degrees creaites n0 illusions; so in Mrs. Wray s 
luncheon was served. The vice presi- upon outstanding ministers inluding conception we see John, a senior, 
dent, Rev. P. B. Smith, A. R. "17 acted the Doctor of Laws degree upon W.il- (Harold Kenrick) ln tbe mldst- of 
as toast master. Dr. Melvin J. Hill'04 iiam PrilCe Henderson, head of the commencement day festivities, about 
from Corning, N Y,, author of. the Law Department of Ohio Northern t0 accept a flatterin£ business prop-
Taylor song, delighted those present University., osition, notwithstanding his predis-
by a solo and by request, as an en- Among the most notable of the hon- PosltKm toward missionary work, 
core, he sang "Make new friends but orary degrees conferred was that of After conversing wit t e usmess 
keep the old." The t.oast master in- Doctor of Divinity upon Mrs. Iva Dur- man WI1° Pron"ses ?2>500 a ^®ar an. 
troduced Mr. E. O. Rice, the new ham Vennard, principal of Chicago advancement, John renders is .deci-
business manager, who responded to Evangelistic Insitute. slon to e Pr®sldent and rctires o a 
the toast, "Why I am at Taylor". Mrs. Vennard is the first woman to rem°lt:® part o t e campus • o roo^ 
President Paul was introduced to the receive the degree of Doctor of Divin- upon 1S deeisl°n- W at 0 ows ls 
alumni and in his pleasing manner ity in the United States. Mrs. Vennard suPPosed to be hls JIsl0n op early lm' 
spoke of Taylor's fu'ture and begged heads an interdenominational institu- P^ess^ons' Pr©se1^ aY 10011 1 10^s a 
for co-operation. Rev. Floy.d Seelig, tion in Chicago although her license t e ,c'lre neec s ° ea ®n Peop es e 
'21, Closed the program with an ap- as a minig ,er is in the Methodist Epis- world around- Group after gJouP ap­
propriate solo. copal Church for which denomination Pears foreign students make heir 
, . , , , ,. , , , . earnest appeals in behalf ot their 
The Alumni met in a business ses- she founded and conducted a school ^ j starving children and 
sion in Society Hall on the afternoon in St. Louis known as Epworth Ev- egg men anfl wQmen plead fQr 
previous to the seventh-seventh com- anghstic Institute, prior to her work & . tl gweet voice sings 
mencement. Instead of looking back- in Chicago. Mrs. Vennard is a woman ^ gQ where Y(m want m0 tQ gQj 
ward and indulging in reminiscences, of national leadership and with an ^ and a(. lagt John c0n nQ 
as is usual with alumni, they voted1 to international reputation because of 1(jnger regigt hig conviction and his 
launch a forward movement andl to her travel and lectures in the mission ^ Arouging himseif he joins the 
put a secretary in the field in a cam- fields of the world. chorus "I'll go where You want me 
paign to raise money to insure the Missionary Pa&eant-The to go" and striding back to the 
association at least seven permanent chaljenge Gf Missions group where President, Faculty and 
members on the board of control of Missionary regretfully discuss his 
the university, to be known hereafter At the behest of the President, fut he indicates his surrender to 
as the Legal Hundred. The association Mrs. Mary Gilbert Wray un ertoo mjssj0nary call, signals his class 
chose as field secretary of this move- the gigantic task of presenting a memberSj p^ks up the starving child 
ment a man whose past record proves great original pageant w ic s ou. wjlQ represents the sufferings in the 
him the logical man for the position, siSmfy tbe resP°nse 0 ay or rjlve""' Near East and leads the entire com-
Rev. Robert McC«,cheo„, A. R. '98. In etaTeolJ to the W -* eongt.getion in a triumphal , , missions, in snarp contrast to une march d5wn the length Gf the campus 
The proposition is now squarely be- usua! high salaried pageant masters u> the gong -n which &n join> «Te|1 
fore the alumni, and they face their who have unlimited time, budget and _t out amQng the nations that the Lord 
opportunity to prove their gratitude, assistance, Mrs. Wray alone conceiv ,g Ling." to which the audience ad-
, . pd wrdte. and staged a tremendous . love And loyalty. It is an opportunity > > journs. 
_ presentation of actual needs and con-
to give of their substance and to djtjons jn the great un-Christianized Thursday, the final day of the 
render aid in promoting the achieve- worjd) with the co-operation of the conference, was in no sense an an'ti-
ment and expanding 'the power of foreign students at Taylor, fifty or climax. Dr. Oliver of the Cleveland 
their alma mater sixty foreign costumes, rented for the Bible School, Dr. Oswald J. Smith of 
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Toronto, and Dr. Myron Taylor, our PAGEANT—THE CHALLENGE OF SPLENDID ORATORIO BY 
newly appointed' Director of Evange- MISSIONS TAYLOR CHORUS 
lism, prepared a feast of good things 
which fed the souls of the visitors By Mrs. Mary Gilbert Wray An excellent rendition of Haydn's 
and Taylor folk, and as hand clasped "Creation" was given before a capa-
hand in fond adieu" a warmth of Congregation: National Hymn, No. city house in Shreiner Auditorium 
fellowship and zeal gave promise of 704 Mehodist Hymnal, Scripture Sunday evening, June 17lth. The 
future victories along the path of reading and prayer. chorus work was exceptionally good! 
ristian duty and Christian privilege. Enter, Herald; introducing •festivi- and reached the thrilling climaxes 
ties of Commencement Day. with which the work abounds. The 
TRESLER-DAVIS Processional: Garland Girls, College attack, shading, enunciation deserve 
„„ , ~TV. Boys, singing "Ave et Vale." special mention. 
Week at '0Stt°• or"mencemenj; Enter Seniors! "Taylor Song." The solos were taken by Miss Mabel 
the mnqt i t HI • "'y61"®1 y' one " Faculty Groups Missionary, in dialog Landon, Soprano, Mr. Martin Thomp-
IsLcTreV W th r r y with John' lthe SMior who is about t0 Tenor and Professor Cleveland, associated! with the contracting" par- , ^ . i . . ^ , 
ties was an eight o'clock wedding on ? u u""® businesus °Penln?" Bass. The work of these soloists was 
the morning of Commencement day . ( J?" . d*C1S1°n 6ntire'y satisfactory and they deserve 
alb Professor Lamale's studio. The " 8668 th<5 folIowln£ P«*ures:) warm praise. 
happy couple was Mr. Marttin R. Davis World Conditions: Herald speaks. The accompaniment of Miss Theo-
and Miss Emma J. Tresler. The offi- chant of Evil Spirits. dora Both well at the piano was a true 
ciating minister was Ross J. Hutsin- Herald summons Spirits of Good. inspiration to the chorus. Her play-
pjller, of Rome City. Congregation: All hail, the ppwer ing was exquisite and at the same 
The bridle was attended by Miss desus' name! Hymnal No. 180. time adequate to the demands of the 
Lulla Whitaker, of Hartford City and Soft Music: 1 think when 1 read music. 
'the groom by his brother, John Davis, Tableau: Childhood Memories Professor Harlan Cleveland has 
of Pittsburg. The double ring cere- Solo. There is a green hill far away done admirably with this body of 
mony was used, in 'the presence of Enter. Starving child' representing gingers. His enthusiasm and his ability 
two dozen intimate friends, mostly tbe Near East ,t0 work hard combined with excellent 
from the Taylor campus, who to- _ Solo. What if your own were starv musicianship has brought the desired 
gether partook of a delicious wedding lng. results. His efforts are thoroughly 
luncheon after the ceremony. Enter: American Sunday School appreciated by the community at 
The groom was a soldier of the children: I love to tell the story. large and the University. 
world war. His home was formerly Solo. American child 
in Florida. He is a member of this Enter: Heathen children: Native Mr and Mrg_ j H Spalding and 
year's college class graduatnig from so"S famil Dr George Evans and son 
Taylor. Miss Tresler came to Upland Solo: Lovest thou Me. Harloe and Miss Emily Evans of Tay-
from North Dakota, and has been a E"ter; Heathen groups: Japanese, ]or and Mrg McFarland of England 
teacher since graduating from led by Miss Kobayash, spent Friday at Wawonaissa Glen. 
Taylor in 1921. Both have many fri- Chinese, led by Mr. Chang. 
ends, locally and alt their respective Korean, led by Mr Choo. charleg shming> Donald Xeed and 
homes, who join in wishing them the Philippine, led by Mrs. Snyder. Migg Miriam Teed who afctended 
best of life's success in their chosen Indians, led by Mrs. Miller. commencement here, left early Mon-
field of foreign missions. They hope Solo: God is working His purpose day morning to motor back to Ann 
to go to Africa in the fall. out, by Mr. Cleaveland, Arbor Mich 
Miss Gertrude Brammer, of Eaton, African, led1 by Mr. Perry. ' 
Indiana, a former teacher of the Latin American, led by Mr. Diaz p f Georsre Fenstermacher left 
groom and his brother, was an out-of- Episode: An Arabian night Monday night for Chicago. He ex-
town guest at the wedding. Arabian, led by Mr. Soudah. pectg to gtudy in the Bugh Conserv. 
T,?eC'tat'Ze ''' ®oudak- atory of Music during the summer. 
Mrs. L. N. Kenrick who has had her Masses—Gropiing for the Light. 
home here the last three years left Apipeals: Foriegn students. Dr; George Evans, Miss Emily 
Saturday for Warsaw where she will Solo: When I survey the wondrous Evans! Miss ^Eloise Abbey and Mrs. 
make her home with her daughter cross. McFarland of England were Hart-
Mrs. Orville French. Mrs. Kenrich Pantomine: O, Zion, Haste. ford, Cilty visitors Tuesday. 
will be greatly missed' by the people Congregation: Awake, awake, the 
of the campus and M. E. Church of Master now is calling us. Mr and Mrs. charles Jennings left 
which she was an member. Especially Solo: I'll go where you want me to iast week for Pennsylvania where 
will she be missed in Hie musical go, dear Lord. they win be jn evangelistic ^rk tbis 
circle as she was a member of the (Groups re-assemble. John rouses summer. Miss Rosabelle Daugherty 
church choir and the campus ladies and returns.) > wjll haye charge Qf tfae T F grocery 
quartette and was also a popular solo- Processional: Led by John, leading this summer 
ist- starving child, followed by Faculty, 
, M ~~ T „ _ . Seniors, Girls' Boys, Children, Heathen, Mrs. Ella Faulcter and daughter 
Mr and Mrs. Martan R. Davis are Congregation. Audrey, Miss McCarty and Rev. E. 
spending a few .days with Mr. and Chorus: Tell it out, Hymnal No. O. Rice are at Red Rock Camp Meet-
Mrs. Basil Osborne. 634. • 4? ^ i ing for a few weeks. 
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CHRONICLES el service. Music and Expression Recital in the 
Children's Day Exercises at the M. evening. The Alumni Banquet. 
June 1 Mrs. Wray entertains the E. Church in the evening. June 20—Commencement Day Mis-
Gem Staff. We are entertained in June 11 We are glad to have Dr. sionary Pageant in the evening, con-
the evening by the Philo Quartette. Vayhinger in chapel. He brings us a ducted by Mrs. Mary G. Wray and 
June 2—Field Day. Philo-Thalo V6rT helpful message. her assistants. 
Baseball game in the morning. Inter- June 12—Miss Kobayashi gives a June 2l—Closing Day of the Upland 
Club Debate between the Eureka's v°cal recital assisted by Misses Mary Conferen,ce E off for a va_ 
and Eulogonians. Rah! Rah! for the Bonner and Eva Oliver, pianists. cation. 
Eulogs! A chicken dinner at the Dining Hall. 
Juhe 3—George Wolscblegel returns June 13 Base Ball Game Eureka- . 
Some of our T. U. boys fill the pulpit Eulog! The Eurekas are the winners On memorial day the Latin and 
of the Nazarene Church. °f the series. Sam, the Methodist Greek classes of Mrs. Jones' went on 
June 4—Standard Bearers Meeting speaks in chapel. a hike to the Spring. There were a-
at Abbey's. At Volunteer Band Mr. June 14-Exams! Exams! bout sixty-five present and they en-
Soudah shows pictures of Jerusalem. Hill-Palmer Vocal Contest in the 'tertained themselves by playing 
june 5 Dr Rice has charge of the evening. Congratulations to the prize baseball, three-deep, and tag. One o± 
chapel service. There is a party for winners! the most interesting features of the 
Mrs. Faulder. We wish her many June 15—Exams are over. Some af the afternoon was the girls base-
more happy Birthdays. leave for home, Wilodene Country- ball game with Mrs. Jones as fielder. 
june 6 Nothing but Rain! Rain! man S'ves graduating Recital in Ex- Such strenuous activity gave all a 
Rain! pression. She is assisted by Mr. Diaz, remarkable appetite and after roast-
june 7 The Philo Quartette goes June 16—Giggy Oratorical contest, ing weiners and frying bacon each 
to Anderson Inter-Society Debate. did justice to the food1 before him. 
june g Thalo Program. Mr Soudah June 17—Baccalaureate Sermon. Such eats!!!! Everything from sand-
shows more pictures of Jerusalem and "Creation" by the University Choral wiches to strawberry short-cake and 
surrounding points of interest. Club. ice cream. It was the kind of lunch 
June 9—Philo-Thalo Base Ball June 18—Kerr Oratorical Contest, that only Mrs. Jones can prepare, 
game. Soangetaha Social alt the home Ruth Spiers gives a graduating Re- Among the visitors were Mrs. Bowe 
of their president, Miss Joyce Spald- cital in Expression. She is assisted by and daughter, Mrs. Faulder, Audrey 
ing. Professor Fenstermacher, violinist. Faulder, Victorine and Cyrus Paul. 
June 10—Last regular Sunday chap- June 19—Inter-Society Contest. -—E. M. A, 
I Hoping To See You All 
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Song Leader, Harold Eaton 
Reporter, Louise Smith 
Janitor, Alfred N. Christensen 
—G. J, S. C. '25 
THE PENNSYLVANIA 
AUXILIARY 
EUREKA DEBATING CLUB HOLINESS LEAGUE 
OFFICERS FOR FALL TERM 1923. 
President, Edwin Briggs 
Vice-president, Claude Groth 
Secretary, John Gartrell 
Assistant Sec,, Mr. Christensen 
Treasurer, Harold Beane 
Critic, Ralph Henning 
Censor, Marcius T'aber 
Asst. Censor, Raymond Squire 
Reporter, Paul Kepple 
Librarian, Maynard Ketchum 
Seargent-at-Arms, Ray Cook 
Chaplin, Mr. Tarbell 
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB 
This is our last report for this 
scholastic year. As we look back over 
the last nine months of school work; 
certainly there are many things to 
thank God! for—what He has done for 
our club members. He kept us well 
in all things and1 in every way for, we 
are His followers and His instruments 
for His work in this world which He 
so longs to see saved. 
As foreign Students of Taylor Uni­
versity, our hearts are grateful to the 
faculty and' the student body for ithe 
spirit of hospitality you have shown 
to us during the school year. As we 
go ouit from this place June 20th, all 
of us may scatter all over the country 
to secure some means to continue our 
education next fall, no doubt we will 
meet various obstacles and tempta­
tions while we are in the mid&t of 
the people. Therefore we ask you, 
members of Taylor University faculty 
and Student body to pray for us that, 
we may come back to school sound 
spiritually and bodily. 
President Chang called a special 
meeting on June 6, 1923, at 1:00 p. 
m. in room 5 for the purpose of elect­
ing the new officers for next fall. 
The following officers were elected: 
President, Miss Clench 
Vice President, Mr. Soudah 
Secretary, (to be elected) 
Chaplain, Mr. Diaz 
Reporter, Mr. Eicker 
Sargent-at-Arms, Mr. Trafton 
—Young Han Choo 
Friday evening, June 8th, we en­
joyed the concluding service of the 
school year. Among the opening songs 
we sang, "Meditation," The first 
stanza of which is as follows: 
O thou in whose presence my soul 
takes delight, 
On whom in affliction I call, 
My comfort by day, and my song in 
the night, 
My, hope my salvation, my all! 
The sentiment conveyed by these 
words, brought a presious calm over 
our souls. What a comforting 
thought, to know that He is our Hope, 
our Slavation, our All. 
Following prayer we elected offic­
ers for the fall term of next year. 
The service was concluded wtih per­
sonal testimonies in which the 
victorious note was very evident. 
God has been very gracious to us 
as a league this school year. Each 
service has been unique and refresh­
ing, because the Holy Spirit has been 
faithful in His weekly visitations. We 
unite in praising God for the rich 
feasts He has given to us and, in con­
clusion our prayer is, "Father, be 
with us all, 'till we meet again—• 
whether that be in T. U. next year, or 
in the course of our lifetime upon the 
avenues of service whither God may 
send us to a world lost in sin, or in 
heaven". 
Members of the faculty, and busi­
ness administration, students and 
friends in behalf of the Holiness 
League of T. U., "Auf Wiedersehen." 
The officers for next year are: 
President, Willard McLaughlin 
Vice-President, George J. Stoddard 
Secretary, Lloyd Olson 
Pianist, Claribel R. Eaton 
The auxiliaries of Taylor University 
will soon be in the field. This fare­
well message of this particular auxili­
ary is still a prayer rather than a 
record of triumphal victory. But the 
victory is coming—praise 'the Lord! 
Hear then our prayer. We ask that 
God may send from Taylor University 
this summer Spirit-filled young men 
and women who are readly to carry 
the glowing coals from His altar to 
every part of our land. Wherever 
they touch may the flames kindle 
and' may the fire burn ever brighter 
here at Taylor. 
—F. A. Rowland '26 
VOLUNTEER BAND 
On May 28, professor Cline had 
charge of the service. She, Miss 
Daugherty, and Mr. Sudah sang "He­
'll Never Forget to Keep Me." Then 
after reading a passage of Scripture, 
Professor Cline told her Christian ex­
perience. Her testimony was a won­
derful example of how God deals 
with the individual and leads him in­
to the light when his heart is open 
to truth. 
On June 5 Mr. Sudah gave an il­
lustrated lecture on Palestine in the 
chapel to the entire student body. 
This was both educational and full of 
missionary enthusiasm. 
On June 12th the following officers 
were elected for next year. President, 
Mr. H. E. Bowe; Vice President, Basil 
Osborne; Secretary, Mildred Kellar; 
Treasurer, Geo. Samuelson; Reporter, 
Edith Collins; Deputation Chairman, 
Miss R. Daugherty. | 
Mr. Bonner then read a fitting 
passage of Scripture for the last 
meeting of the year after which Miss 
Collins and Miss Daugherty sang a 
duet. 
—Otto W. Michel '24 
Have Your Eyes Examined the Scientific Way 
And You'll Realize Real Eyes 
DR. M. C. KENNEDY, BOSTON STORE, MARION, IND. 
Kennedy Eye Service Satisfies 
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PHILALETHEAN 
LITERARY SOCIETY 
Philos, the end is inevitable. This 
is true of > the spring term of the 
school year of 1922 and '23. But it 
is not true of the Philalethean Liter­
ary Society, whic-h shall endure.. We 
have been busy until almost the last 
moment. Evidence of this may be seen 
in the following account. 
On June 1st. the "Philo quartete", 
presented one of 'the best programs 
of the year. This "quartette." consist­
ed of Martin Thompson, Charles Jen­
nings, Gilbert Ayres and John Fisher. 
Every number presented was great­
ly enjoyed. "Tommy" advanced a new 
idea in the field of "love" for he 
carefully explained in his song that 
it was much more satisfying to love, 
"just himself." 
On the evening of June the eighth 
the plan had been to render a joint 
"Thalo-Philo" program, but because 
of the interference of conditions, the 
order of the evening's entertainment 
was changed to the following num­
bers. 
Invocation ... Mr. Martin Davis 
Reading, "Pigs is Pigs" Mr. 
Lauren Naden 
Piano Solo .... Miss Juanitta Landon 
Lantern Pictures of Palestine, Mr, 
Andrew Soudah 
We believe 'that we have a better 
idea of the country of Palestine now 
than formerly. It is pleasant to know 
more about the land where our Sav­
ior trod. 
And finally, "Philos," as this is the 
last time your humble servant shall 
Write in this capacity, let me wis.h 
you the summer's happiness, and may 
we all be united dtill, by that strong­
est of all ties the love of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. 
—Reporter, Claude W. Grolth. 
t 
FARM FOR SALE 
20 acres of black, tile-drained ground; 
six-room house with cellar; barn 18x 
36; chicken house; well and cistern; 
most all kinds of fruit trees; sugar 
maple trees and other timber. 5 
minutes wals from Taylor University 
and ten minutes walk to business part 
of town on cement sidewalk. City 
water and electric lights available. 
For further information inquire, 
RILEY WATERMAN 
Upland, Ind., R. D. No. 1. 
HURRAH! HURRAH! 
CARTER'S COME TO TOWN! The store for all the people. Dry 
Goods, Ladies' Ready-to-wear, Shoes and Men's Furnishings. 
200-202 C A R T E R  FORMERLY 
The Price Cutter HENRY BLAKES 
WEST MAIN ST. Hartford City, Indiana STORE 
LONG'S CLEANERS DYERS 
'Always" A Superior Grade. Send Orders hy Parcel Post. 










CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and SHOES 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
CRONIN & CHALFANT 
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students 
'Red" and "John" 
Hayden-Lieber Company 
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS 
Hartford City, Indiana. 
We appreciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who 








SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN 
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Dr. 0. M. Flinn 
DENTIST 
Marion, Indiana i 
1402 Glass Block Phone 384 j 
Special Inducements to Students J 
TRACK MEET 
On the afternoon of June second 
was another athletic event of much 
interest. The track meet was staged 
at this time. Two o'clock saw many 
"gym" clad warriors of the cinder 
path and pit arrive at the scene of 
action. The dashes were started and 
the Thalos led their opponents by a 
good score when they had finished1; 
then the jumps in which the two con­
testants were about tied for results, 
finally the .distances. Here the Philos 
shown superbly, winning first and 
seconds in all but the half mile. The 
score however went to the Thalos "as, 
usual". 
FINAL SCORE 
Thalos 59 Philos .'7 
NO. 1 
50 yd. Dash 
Is.t 0. Rupp, Philo 
2nd M. Thompson, Philo 
3rd L. Naden, Thalo 
Time:6 1-5 sec. 
NO. 2 
100 yd. Dash 
1st J. Johnson, Thalo 
2nd. O. Rupp, Philo 
3rd. Naden, Thalo 
Time: 10 4-5 sec. 
NO. 3 
Discus Throw 
1st. G. Stoddiard, Thalo 
2nd. R. Cook, Philo 
3rd. Chang, Philo 
Distance 79 ft. 11 in. 
NO. 4 
Shot Put 
1st R. Cook, Philo 
2nd. G. Poston, Thalo 
3rd. R. Jones, Thalo 
Distance 33 ft. 6 in. 
NO. 5 
220 yd. Dash 
1st. J. Johnson, Thalo 
2nd. E. Lindtell, Thalo 
3rd. O. Rupp, Philo 
Time: 24 1-5 sec. 
NO. 6 
220 yd. Low Hurdles 
1st. L. Naden, Thalo 
2nd. Chang, Philo 
Time: 29 1-5 sec. 
NO. 7 
440 y'd. iDash 
1st. E. Lindell, Thalo 
2nd. R. Squire, Thalo 
3rd. M. Thompson, Philo 
Time: 1 min. 2 3-5 sec. 
NO. 8 
High Jump 
1st. E. Smith, Thalo 
2nd. R. Jones, Thalo 
1st. and 2nd. Tied 
3rd. C. Snell, Philo 
Height: 5 ft. 3in. 
NO. 9 
Pole Vault 
It. E. Smith, Thalo 
2nd. J. Johnson, Thalo 
1st. and 2nd. Tied 
3rd. C. Snell, Philo 
Height: 9 ft. 4 in. 
NO. 10 
Mile Run 
1st. L. Boyle, Philo 
2nd. D. Whitenack, Philo 
3rd. L. Nadten, Thalo 
Time: 5 min. 22 4-5 sec. 
NO. 11 
2 Mile Run 
1st. J. Gartrell, Philo 
2nd. M. Ketcham, Philo 
Time: 11 min. 21 3-5 sec. 
NO. 12 
1st. R. Jones, Thalo 
2nd. L. Boyl, Philo 
3rd. D. Whitenack, Philo 
Time: 2 min. 15 4-5 sec. 










Koufe of Butler 
Marion, Ind. 
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent 
Opposite Glass Block 
MARION, INDIANA 
The Standard Bearers held their 
monthly meeting Monday at the 
home of Miss Eloise Abbey. A supper 
on the lawn was a feature of the 
evening. The mite-boxes of the mem­
bers were opened. 
t Ralph C. Cottrell 
Glasses Scientifically Fitted 
SPECIAL RATES TO 
STUDENTS 
421-422 Marion National Bank I 
Phone 246 Marion, Ind. I 
• 
BEN BRADFORD j 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
(Upland Indiana} 
i 
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SOANGETAHA 
On June 2, the Soangetahas met 
1 and elected the following officers for 
the fall term of 1923. 
President, Florence Beale 
Vice President, Hilda Erbland 
Secretary, Esther Blank 
Ass't. Secretary, Betty Krause 
Treasurer, Edith Collins 
Censor, Dorothy SpBulding 
Ass't. Censor, Dorah Larson 
Critic, Bessie Lindsey 
Chaplin, Florence Gray 
Sargeant-at-Arms, Hildla Bal-
.schmieder 
Reporter, Catherine Briggs 
Every officer has the heartiest 
good wishes of the club—we hereby 
promise to stand as a solid unit back 
of her. 
Just a week later our president 
gave us a delightful entertainment 
at home, which served both as an ex­
pression of tribute to our last term's 
inter-club debaters and as a general 
farewell of the seasan. We part with 
regrets .that we may meet with re-
rejoicings, 
—F. A. Rowland '26. 
THE NEW YORK STATE 
EVANGELISTIC GROUP 
KEEVER'S GARAGE I 
TAXI SERVICE 
Anywhere, Day or Night 
Phones: Garage 172, House 31 
Upland, Indiana | 








BRANDON ELECTRIC CO. 
206 Brennun St. 
See Harold Ellison. 
YOUNG BROTHERS 
MASTER MECHANICS IN 
TINNING, PLUMBING 
SHEET METAL WORK 








No doubt you believe 
THE LARRIMER ART SHOP 
) is the very best place in this sec-
I lion for photographs and frames. 
As usual, this year, we give 25% 
j discount to Taylor students, and 
promise you our best work. 
A. D. FREESE 
[REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE] 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
[Courier Office Phone 1061] 
(Continued from page two.) 
phasize Jesus as the Apex of all 
spiriltual efforts—without a vision of 
whom, works fail to establish and to 
satisfy a hungry heart. 
We realize as members of student 
gospel teams, that in our own 
strength we are incompetent to cope 
with the enemy as we take our posi­
tion on the firing line in Ohio, Michi­
gan, Pennsylvania and New York but 
in the strength of Him who has called 
us and' backed us by the increasing 
chain of prayers which we are con­
fident shall ascend to the throne 
daily, we shall be able to take "Aiis" 
and "Jericos" and to defeat the giants 
of sin. 
It is plroper that we as an organiza­
tion should' give a word of recogni­
tion and thanks to Mrs. E. L. Eaton, 
who has borne major portion of the 
burden in our organization work. She 
has opened her home to us for pray­
er or business meetings as often as 
we wished to come and has encourag­
ed and advised us when we have been 
confronted by obstacles which seemed 
too great for us to surmount. Official­
ly we are happy to recognize Mrs. 
Eaiton as the spiritual mother of our 
group. 
—S. G. 
DR. H. N. TURNEY 
DENTIST 
i Phone 58. Marion, Indiana j 
X-Ray Equipment 
508 Marion National Bank Bldg. 
JOHN H. WILLMAN 
FURNITURE 
Rugs, Linoleums and 
Draperies 
Also Eureka Electric 
Sweepers 
COLUMBIA GRAFANOLAS AND j 
COLUMBIA RECORDS 
Phone 418 North Side of Square] 
HARTFORD CITY 
CLOTHCRAFT STANDARD SERGE 
Blue, Gray and Brown 
The world's largest selling suit. Made 
in the largest single unit clothing 
plant ever known. 
Regular Models $27.00 in 
Sport Models $30.00 
The Golden Eagle 
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BASEBALL 
Saturday, June 2nd!, the Philos a-
gain received the small end of the 
stick in baseball. The game was ar­
ranged for five innings, due to the 
more interesting event of the after­
noon. The final score of the ball 
game was five to nothing in the 
Thalo's favor. 
t June ninth saw two very determin­
ed teams appear on the ball field. 
Each team had fully decidled' to win 
or receive a hard fought dfefeat. The 
Philos took their first five innings 
the weather of victory was clouded 
for their opponents but due to some 
excellent pitching and hard well plac­
ed hits the Thalos gradually climbed 
up until at the end of the ninth in­
ning the Philos again had to take the 
more meager portio of eleven runs 
while the Thalos walked off with 
thirteen runs in their favor thus win­




Player Runs Player Runs 
Daughenbaugh SS.2 Ern Smith C. 3 
A. Thompson 2B. 3 McLaughlin IB. 1 
M. Thompson P. 1 Witmer 3B. 3 
Gartrell LF. 1 Pilgrim CF. 1 
Tarbell RF. 0 Stoddard 2B. 2 
Stewart CF. 0 Naden RF. 0 
Rupp 3B. 1 Lindell SS. 2 
Cook IB. 1 Jones LF. 1 
Loptson 2B. 1 
Total 11 Total 13 
EUREKA CLUB CHAMPIONS 
IN BASEBALL FOR 1923 
Rah! rah! rah! Eurekas. It took an 
extra game of a three game' series to 
decide which club was the superior 
in baseball. 
The first game went to the Eu-
logonians, the second was a tie, and 
the third a win for the Eurekas. This 
made it necessary for an extra game 
to be played. On June 13, 6:30 p. m.. 
W. E. WAGONER 
DENTIST 
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
| Phone 1235 Marion, Ind. 
| DR. F. L. RESLER I 
| PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON } 
Office Over Postoffice 
| Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 I 
i Upland, Indiana ) 
was the time set apart for the con­
test, and hark ye all, 'twas a glor­
ious event. 
The Eulogs were determined to win 
but there was another team that had 
a similar idea. Anyone who missed 
that game surely denied themselves 
of the best baseball game this annum 
in Taylor. 
A great many followers of clean 
sport were out and made very good 
"fans". We only regret that there 
were no grandstand seats. 
The outstanding players were Ern-. 
est Smith, a catcher that is hard to 
beat, Gartrell runs a close second. 
Loptson has the speed, control and 
twist on the ball which ranks him 
head twirler. Earl Smith may be class­
ed next in a field1 of nine pitchers. 
Christensen is the star first baseman 
and surely hits 'em hard, 
A. C. Thompson is making great 
headway on second base and will 
sometime be in the limelight. Martin 
Thompson, the Babe Ruth at the bat, 
fills in nicely as pitcher and short 
stop. Rupp and Witmer are steady 
players on 3rd base which is the hard-
ect place on the diamond to play and 
play well. The outfield has its shin­
ning lights also, in the persons of 
Cook, Smith, Whitenack. and Naden. 
The game only lasted five innings, 
being called on account of darkness. 
Smith and Poston struck out 6, al­
lowed 14 hits and 6 runs, Loptson 
was the coach and pitcher for the 
Eurekas. He helped his team to vic­
tory by striking out 11 men in the 5 
innings played, allowing 7 hits and 
only 3 men passed home plate safely. 
The excitement came when A. C. 
Thompson started to steal- 3rd base 
and take a slide paslt Witmer. From 
then on the Eurekas stole the game 
away from thd Eulogs, who were at 
one time two runs ahead of the 
Eurekas. 
The umpires deserve a good deal 
of credit on the excellent manner in 
For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
and Millinery 
tMIRD AND ADAMJ" -T"ns\ 
For Men's Wear 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
Eyes examined by state examined 
and registered Optometrists. 
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED 
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED. 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
DR. EMIL FARIS 
MARION, IND. 
j South Side Square. Phone 1410 
I 
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which they handled the game. 
Denbo and Davis are seniors and 
what they say goes, rule book or no 
rule book. How about it 'Umps'? 
LINE UP 
EUREKA—6 
H R E 
Lopson P. 3 0 0 
Gartrell C. 10 3 
Cook IB. 0 0 0 
A. C, Thompson 2B. 2 2 0 
Martin Thompson SS. 2 2 1 
R u p p e  3 B .  3 1 0  
Whitenack L. F. 2 0 0 
Stewart CF 0 0 0 
Tarbell RF. C. 112 
14 6 6 
EULOGONIAN—3 
H R E 
Poston P. IB, 0 0 0 
Perry C. 1 0 2 
Ernest Smith IB. C, 3 2 2 
Ockenga 2B. 0 0 2 
Earl Smith SS. P, 1 1 1 
Witmer 3B. 1 0 2 
Samuelson LF. 0 0 0 
Pilgrim CF. 1 0 0 
Naden RF. 0 0 0 
7 3 9 
Umpires—Denbo and Davis. R L 
MUSIC RECITAL 
J. C. KNOTT D. C. 
CHIROPRACTOR 
Graduate Palmer School of 
Chiropractic 
N. Side Square 
j Phone 372. Hartford City, Ind. | 
FRANK R. PETERS 
DENTIST 
Successor to W. D. Place 
I 201 E. Main St., Hartford City, Ind. 
S. A. MARTIN 
DENTIST 
251 S. Walnut Street 
MUNCIE, IND. 
Distinctive Styles In 
Hosiery 
Hosiery that is "different" and yet 
conforms to every requirement of 
good taste. Wpmen's hosiery in all 
the fashionable colors, also in 
novelty designs; some with hand 
embroidered clocks. Price range 
from 50c to $2.75 a pair. Let this 
store supply your hosiery needs. 
RISINGERS 
North Side Square, Hartford City. 
On Tuesday evening, June 12th, in 
Shreiner Auditorium, Prof. Harlan W. 
Cleaveland presented his pupil, Miss 
Shigeru Kobayashi, soprano, in re­
cital. She was assisted by the Misses 
Mary Bonner and Eva Oliver, Pian­
ists. 
The program was as follows: 
I 
Spring and Love 
The Lotus Flower Franz 
Songs My Mother Taught Me, Dvorak 
Hark, Hark the Lark Schubert 
II 
Prelude, C Sharp Minor, Rachmanioff 
The Trout I Heller 
Miss Bonner 
III 
Twilight .. Massenet 
One Fine Day (Madame Butterfly) 
Puccini 
IV 
Idyl . , Andrews 
The Eagle - MacDowell 
Miss Oliver 
V 
Harp of the Woodland Martin 
Wing of Night - : Watts 
Adoration .... Burleigh 
I Shall Awake .... Kramer 
VI . 
Concertstuck, Op. 40 Chaminade 
Misses Bonner and Oliver 
GOLDEN RULE REPAIR SHOP 
All kinds of auto, harness and shoe 
repairing. New parts furnished. 
S. A. D. HOWARD 
BURRIS SMITH'S 
GIVEABLE GIFTS 
BLUMENTHAL & CO. 
"The Best Place to shop after All.' 
Marion's Greatest Style Center 
Quality Merchandise Only— 
We have a fine 
Assortment of Gifts 
for Graduates 
Mail Us Your Films. 
THE BURRIS SMITH 
Gift and Art Shop 
WEST SIDE OF SQUARE 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
HOCKETT STUDIO 
Photographer 
of the "Gem" pictures. 
Have Your Picture Taken 
By Us. 
Fairmount Ind. 
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52. 
Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m. 
Charles A, Sellers, M. D-
Internal Medicine and X-Ray 
Diagnosis. 
Portable X-Ray for bedside use. 
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford 
City, Ind. 
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was on my examination paper. 
They were discussing he origin of 
the bag pipe an,d! all disclaiming it 
for their notion. "I'll tell you the 
truth about it, said1 Fat, "We Irish 
invented it and sold it to the Scotch 
as a joke and they haven't seen the 
joke yet." 
Miss Stanley in assigning topics for 
special report;—"Mr. Davison you tell 
us about the S. P's. (S. P. G. schools). 
"I want to get some fly paper." 
"Fly Paper?" 
"Yeh, I want to make a kite." 
Miss Love: "Are you in earnest?" 
Ernesit (Lindell): "Yes, are you in 
i love?" 
Heard in the Domestic Science 
Room. 
Elsie Kellar: "Say, but this cake is 
good." 
Viola Brunner: "Sure it is. If it 
wasn't for the "Frost"-ing it wouldn't 
be." 
Velma Cassidy: When I get rich I'm 
going to give the dining hall a refrig­
erator and an electric toaster for each 
table. 
Ernest Smith: "Do you know what 
Ora is going to do? She is going to 
buy up all the onions in the world and 
not sell any to Taylor. 
NELSON STUDIO 
You have friends they should 
have a Nelson portrait of you. 
| 223 W. Main St. Hartford City Ind. 
If it's Bread, Cakes, Cookies, or 
Buns or anything in the Bakery 
line you want, call the 
UPLAND BAKERY 
i Phone 382 Guy Swartz, Prop. 
Mr. Taber, in Expression Class 
winking his eye. 
Miss Atkinson: "Mr. Taber who are 
you winking at?" 
Mr. Taber: "Nobody, I have a sore 
eye. 
Miss Atkinson: "Oh| Dear!" 
"Torm" Eaton writes in Memory 
Book: 
Happy thoughts have flown 
And I am all alone June 16, 3:16 
A. M. 
Alice Osborne: "Maybe I'll come 
over to Chicago 'this summer." 
"Pil"; «The Lake is there. Drop in. 
I lea ikl at Dinner 
Mr. Ketcham: "I believe the huckle­
berries for this pie were grown by 
the riven of Styks. (Sticks) 
Very Small 
"I tell you I won't have this room." 
protested the old lady to the bell-boy 
who was conducting her. "I am not 
going to pay my good money for 
this measly old room with this little 
folding bed in it. If you think that 
just because I'm from the country—" 
Profoundly disgusted, the boy cut 
her short, "Get in mum, get in, this 
isn't your room. This is the elevator." 
Teacher: "Alice, spell wrong." 
Alice Ellickson: "Rong." 
Teacher: "That's wrong." 
Alice: "Well, isn't that what you 
asked me to spell." 
Wilma Love: "It's love that makes 
the world go round!." 
"Ern": "Yes, but it's money that 
keeps the axle greased." 
CHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S. 
Dentistry and Oral Surgery 
! I. O. O. F. Bldg. Phone 115 
Hartford City, Indiana 
Cut Flowers 
of all kinds in season 
Help Taylor University by 
purchasing your cut flowers 
and potted plants from us. 
Taylor University 
Greenhouse 
B. A. Atkinson, Florist 
Phone 894 Upland, Ind 
I 
I 
Paul McCrimmon: "Having your 
ears pierced for ear-rings must be 
fearfully painful," 
Mable Connelly: "What? Not at all. 
They are quite used to being bo reel. 
Mildred Kettyle: "Why do beggars 
wear short coats,?." °rl° RuPP: "X always do mY hardest 
Lucy Larrison: "Because it will be work before breakfast." 
long enough before they will get G- Geg'an: Whats that?' 
another." RuPP: "GelUnS UP" 
"Tiny": "Did you ever notice, my 
dear that a loud talker is generally an 
ignorant person?" 
"Johnnie": Well, you needn't shout 
so, I'm not deaf. 
Fern Smith: I wish that man had 
been a Spaniard. 
Midge: "Why?" 
Fern: "Well, that's what I said he 
Mr. Squire called at the Glasier 
House for Miss Dare. After he had 
been pounding on the door some min­
utes Mr. Glasier step® to the kitchen 
door and says: "Mr. Squire you are 
knocking on the cellar door, Miss 
Dare is not down there." 
We will allow a 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
to all Taylor U. Students on 
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
Men's Furnishings, Shoes 
and Dry Goods 
'See Us First'! 
Every failure teaches a man some­
thing, if he will learn.—Dickens. 
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SACRIFICIAL SERVICE WINS 
FOR TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
(Continued from page four) 
whom we can afford to say a few 
word's of appreciation, is Rev. E. L. 
Eaton, field secretary and1 head of 
the Life Service department of Tay­
lor University. 
The students of T. U. have never 
had a fair opportunity to sound'-out 
Rev. E. L. Eaton and become ac­
quainted with his true worth, due to 
kthe fact that his work is of such a 
"character that it keeps him on the 
field and prevents our coming in 
contact with him personally. 
He came to us after serving the 
pastorate in New York state for 13 
years. His ministry has been marked 
with success and he was everywhere 
known as a man who boldly preach­
ed full salvation. 
For two years Rev, E. L. Eaton has 
been laboring incessantly and faith­
fully on the field, in order to raise 
funds that will permit the expansion 
or building of a greater Taylor Uni­
versity. ' His efforts have met with 
phenomenal success. 
No man could achieve this success 
except he have a real vision of the 
work, and, that is one of Mr. Eaton's 
pre-eminent characteristics,—"a visi­
on", a vision of a greater T. U. that 
will perfect the training of larger 
number of pastors, and missionaries 
who in turn will help to propagate 
Scriptural Holiness. 
We might write several columns, 
and yelt, fail to attribute to brother 
Eaton the credit d!ue him. But these 
brief remarks will suffice, in as much 
as one of the out-standing character­
istics of his labors is lack of desire 
for acclaim or the striving for self 
aggrandizement. 
He is satisfied: to go up and down 
the country, sacrificing for weeks at 
ka time the comforts of home and 
Ffamily, burning out in the Master's 
service, this, in order that you and I 
might attend a better equipped shcool 
thus being better prepared to rendter 
efficient service for God. 
Our prayer is, that God may con­
tinue to give brother Eaiton strength 
and wisdom for an almost super-hu­
man task. 
•—A Student. 
DINE AT KEEVERS CAFE 
With Steam Table service, Hot 
Sandwiches at all hours and 
Coffee for the nervous 
Our dinner lunch is 25c 
O. C. BOWEN & CO. 
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS 
GROCERIES, 
GENTS' FURNISHINGS 
Upland ----- Indiana J 
Miller Lumber & Mfg. Co. 
EVERYTHING IN BUILDING 
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL 
Upland, Ind. Phone 211 j 
FOR WALL PAPER, SCHOOL 
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES 
Fountain Pens, Toilet Articles 
Go To 
VAN WINKLE'S DRUG STORE 
! Hartford City, Indiana 
CITY BARBER SHOP 
Barber Supplies For Sale 





W. A. HOLLIS, M. D. 
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT 
Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. 
Hartford City, Ind. 
The University Grocery 
Full Line of Groceries, Notions, 
Hosiery, Etc. 
CANDY—YUM! YUM! 
Good Eats in General 
UPLAND STATE BANK 
Upland, Ind. 
Capital $25,000.00 
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00 
I. M. MILLER, President 
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier 
SERVICE HARDWARE 
The first Hardware Store on 
your way down town. 
Student Patronage Solicited. 
Upland - - - - - Indiana 
We thank all of our patrons 
for their hearty co-operation in 
making the Echo what it has 
been this past year.—Staff. 
WOMEN'S WEAR 
THE QUEEN CITY 
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK 
MARION, IND. 
Phone 507 






Watch for the White Truck 
BROWN LAUNDRY 
& Dry Cleaning Co. 
LOYD OLSON, Agent 
Tay lor University 
John Paul, D. D., President 
Fall Opening, September 26, 1923 
Graduate Theological Seminary, 
Newton Wray, A. B., D. D., Dean. 
Schools of Music and Expression, 
exceptional quality. 
College of Liberal Arts, 
Pre-medical courses. 
Normal courses in education, 
recognized by the State. 
Academy of highest rank. 
Address Dean B. W. Ayres, Ph. D., or the President, 
Upland, Indiana 
Special note should be made of the Taylor University 
School of Music, which has its own beautifully equipped 
building, a faculty of outstanding- talent, and an envi­
able reputation throughout the nation. 
